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Soccer team lights
for field advantage
By JOSE QUEVEDO
Oracle Sports Writer

gaining the home field advantage or even entry
into the tournament.

For the first time since the beginning of ·the
A lopsided win by Southern Illinois could
season, the Brahmans, in their match against th
th B h
t f th t
t
row e ra mans ou o e ournamen .
Southern Illinois, will be fighting not for a position on the NCAA tournament, but for the home
They're as good as St. Louis (the only team
field advantao-e.
to defeat US~, 4-1). They lost to St. Louis, but
0
they are basically a good team. They can beat
USF, virtually assured of a position in the any~ody on a gi~en_ ~ay," Holcomb said. "They
tournament must beat Southern Illinois Satur- don t have good md1V1dual players, but play well
day at Ed\~ardsville, III., if they are to have the together as a team."
home field advantage in the first round of the
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS has one exceptionally
tournament.
good iplayer, however, an All-American center

Oracle Pholo by Jerry Nichols

The British are coming!
Sean O'Brien · (left) and George Unanue gave No. 1 ranked St. Louis a
hard · time in . their recent clash. Almost assured of an NCAA tournament

berth, only five games separate the hooters from a possible -rematch with
St. Louis.

CURRENTLY RANKED third in the South, forward John Carenza, a 240-pound 6-4 member
of the United States Olympics team.
the Brahmans need to finish ·in the number one
or two position in the southern poll in order for
"He (Carenza) scored four or five times on
us last year. That was his game," Holcomb said.
the game to be played here •.
Holcomb looks at the tournament optimistiThe one and two teams in the south always
host the third and fourth ranked teams in the cally and says, "We're looking at our season as
being only half through; we have ten regular
first round of. the tournament.
season games and five tournament games."
"I hate to go out on a limb, but if we won or
LEADING THE Brahmans against Illinois
tied (Southern • Illinois) we would be in. From will be Gavin Turner and Sean O'Brien who Hollooking at other teams in the South, we have an comb says "work very well together and comexcellent chance," Coach Dan Holcomb said.
bine well on passing situations."
HOWEVER, HE points out that Southern Illi-1 In the Brahmans victory 4-1 over North Caronois, currently ranked sixth in the nation, could lina last week, Turner and O'Brien scored a pair
be ·the tea!T\ to spoil the Brahmans' chances of of goals apiece.

I

Feature on Disney lVorld
on page 8.
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Marchers
war,
nuclear test, integration
I

By-RO)l~R_T BO,YLE
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slog}ns irqd . symliols . !ind : mixed with a number of older
Amchitka nue!ear
Of ·The ·T imas-Staff .
. m;:µ-ched to the · Hillsborough persons, housewive~, babies, test to why black militants do
As part of the 17 city "Out County .Courthouse demanding · blacks and underco✓fr police- . not want school integration.
Now" ·peace • demonstrations, an end to the war, last Satur- · men.
The size of group appeared
between 300. and 2,000 persons day.
ON THE STEI'S. of the to be i,ooo and 1,500, far
moupted the d o w n t o w n
. The crowd, comprised, basi- courthouse, the group rallied below the expected turnout of
Tampa pavement with signs, cally of young . persons, was to hear speeches ranging 5,000, but police estimates

StCiff elects Donaldson
Quarter2 Oracle editor
'

Grant Donaldson, a senior mass communications major,
was. elected editor of The Oracle beginning Quarter 2, 1972.
Donaldson, a 30-year-old Air Force veteran ,plans "to
make The Oracle more relevant to the students by giving" the
students more access to the paper."
A graduate of St. Petersburg Junior College, Donaldson
reported Ior the St. Petersburg -Evening Independent, reported on The Oracle, and worked for the · Gabber Publishing
Company on St. Petersburg Beach.
· Donaldson, a staunch believer in students' voice, hopes to
increase the "opportunity for students to express their opin'
ions on the editorial pages."
The Oracle staff. elected Donaldson . out of a field" of six
. applicants at a-regular staff meeting ·Friday at which he an~
. ,p.ounced his intentions (if -elected) to ·.release teporters on a
· :rotating .basis fo~ ,in-depth coverage of _various news and fea:ture subjects.
·,
He will announce a tentative Quarter_2 staff at a special
,staff meeting Nov. 17.

··Grant Donal,dson

·He is now working · with . out-going · editor Mary Ellen
. Moore in prepara:tfon for his term-as -editor of·which he says,
"I'm- ready to t,ake it on and do ·a ,good ,job in this important•
.. ,
position that affects all the students." ,

j_

•

J

Tanged·" from 3t10 to )400 . persons .while Sl\llC spokesman
Pete Rooney e,timated 2,000.
While police · estimates of
the number of demonstrators
was low, the police were continuously taking still and moving pictures of the antiwar
marchers in order to identify
the trouble-makers as part of
the police department's routine.

'

HOWEVER, IN spite of the
fact that they were taking piehires · of the demonstrators,
the undercover policemen
w'ere not cooperative about
having their pictures taken.
· Ahead of the marchers· was
a contingent of the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War
(VVAW). T h e y conducted
mock "search and destroy
missions," which ' ended at the
street in front of the courthouse. '
THE BWODIED bodies of
the victims were stacked for
an " official" body count.
Along the route of the veterans, leaflets · were pa·ssed out
describing what would have
been the result had Tampa
been _a Vietnamese village.

They would have:
. Shot your dog:
.
Raped y6ur wife and daughter, before they ' killed them.
Destroyed your home.
Burned your crops and
to,vn.
Killed you.
This, they _ said, would be
Continued on • Page 8-A.

Oracle Photo by Jerry Nichols

What more can we say

•

Registration times
ca.use complaints
I

.

The Office of the Registrar
issued the new Class ·schedule
Monday, and students are already .complaining about the
order of appointments.
Assistant Director of Rec-

, ''COurity ruling on Mar--Jq,

f inJ:unCtion.·· ts ·pOstpbned\..
·.,

: t i

?,fiit ;or~cle~ress time· Tuesday1,Hi~borough
Secheri also said 'Mar:Jo manager.,' had
.• (;!ol!J)ty .Judge Neil· C. ·-M~Mullert "had not ye't lieeh o·rdered noUb rent any more apartments
·~ q1lid on;an ·injunctiqn sought .liy ·count/ liealth ,earlier ,this ye!!_r, ' until proper_sewaie ,treat•_- officjals whiclJ.-called for an immediate ,~vacu- nient was fn_operation: but renting_ continued
i ~tion of; 44 'i.\far-Jo -Apartment duplexes bE< > thr;ough this .month, \vhen the system :overload
.. , _' . .
.
.
: caµse of ;unsanitary _sewage dlsposaL · •· , :,, ) was discovered.:

•. - The ihJuncti~n,: we~ i~st

ci~f

p~~~

w'eek QY:'
At ". ·: fe~r-Jo~~ IJlaria~er~ . : eporteclly haye '
· torney. Michael O Brren · charges Mar-Jo :man- ''Chl!Sed ·a new 39,000cgallcm· treatment cornpart:
agers· With not ni~intaining . proper. ~ew~ge · ·inent ,,{vhic~' :will! effectively' alleviate the old ;
treatment. It was filed after an mvestig~t~pn:. -.'. system overload; but" at the time of the in·by county health officia)s showe_d the entire•. , Junctiqn_suit filing, the new .compartm~nt had
. ,Mar~Jo ~omplex wa,s bemg serviced by only , not been hooked up and altlJ.ough it appeared
two. sew~~e treatment compartments.
operable · early :this week, ttie system was off
"Th.e system of two compartments- was when SG offii::ials inspected.
overloaded last year before the additional" H -·
'. The case was; to have been heard•. by .Judge .
units were connected. One can imagine the ,
Taking time out
overload ..on those units with an additional 200 McMullen Monday, but it was postponed until
people,'' ~obert Sechen, USF stude11t secretary 4 p.m. _Tuesday so that officials. could attend
recently.
from classes and books, these students bodyof resident affairs, said.
the -funeral ·of Florida Sen. Spessard Holland.
skimmed through a large puddle near Argos

.
Oracl e Photo by J ohn M oa lo

ords and Registration, Alfred
Crews, said the order is completely random, chosen in the
same way as the Draft ·Lottery.
A student Government representative draws a letter and
for ·e ach division of each letter, draws a time and date.
SENIORS HAVE first priority for Early Registration,
during the first day. Early
Registration is only for Continuing Students, those who
attended either Quarter 4 last
year, are currently in attendance.
Early Registration, Nov .
1H9, will help save students
from the long lines and other
disadvantages
encountered
during regular registration,
Jan. 4 and 5. "Regular registration will be mainly for new
students , and those w h o
couldn't register at early registration,'' Crews said. Hq
added that students will not
receive appointment cards in
the mail as they have in the
past, but will have to read the
class schedule to find out
when to come.
Crews said it is important .
that students register at their
assigned times. Lines were
caused Quarter 1 by students

coming late or early.
TWO CHANGES have been
made in the class schedule.
During early registration, registration cards for Senior
Seminar, CBS 401, should be
turned in at the patio of the
south entrance of the Administration Building (ADM), and
during the other four days,
they should be turned in at
ADM 226. Cards for Physical
Science, CBS 208, 209, and 210
should be returned to Physics
342 during all of Early Registration.

Dr. Waterman dies
Dr. Richard A. Waterman,
professor of Anthropology at
University of South Florida,
died Monday after suffering a
massive heart attack.
A graduate of Northwestern
University with_a Ph.D. in Anthropology, Waterman taught
at USF since 1966 specializing
in the study of music in different cultures. His special interest was Afro-America music
and he played several native
African instruments.
More than 50 books and
other publications in anthropology are credited to Dr.
Waterman.
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Saturday scenes
Oracle photographer John
Moale catches polt.ce ·sergeant (right) taking moving
pictures of demonstrators
cars parked at the .., gathering site, the Tampa Public
Library. Police took ~umer9us pictures throughout the
demonstration• On "le~,
Vietnam Veterans Against
the Wa1' lead the 1,000 to
1,500 marche1·s with a mock
coffin whi"le the "corpse"
walks ·in fr-ont in full Marine blues appropriate for
the ceremony. The demonstr(!,tion, sponsored by the
National Peace Action Coalition and the Student Mobilization ComrJ?,ittee, demanded "Out Now - Nov.
6." Tampa was one 'of- 17
c i t i e s nationwide which
demonstrated for peace Sat-

Honors Program
offers
.
:

.

.

'freedom' for! students
The Honors Program at
USF is a growing program
that is reaching out to that
small percentage of students
who want to delve beyond. the
basics found in their required
courses.
The program is accepting
applicants now for its Quarter
2 classes.
Though many of the stu-

~

dents currently participating
in the . program have high
grade point averages, the program is designed to include
any interested students.
Described by students ·as "a
great freedom" and "a unique
experience," the program be•
gi,ns with reading seminars,
includes individual research
projects, and concludes with

''ACCENT ON GOLF"

9228 5.6th St. & Temple Terrace,
988-7047
' land Name Golf Equipment & Apparel

WE ·WILL GIVE .AN ADDITIONAL

5%0FF
OF OUR ALREADY 10-20%
· DISCOUNTED ITEMS TO
USF STUDENTS WITH I.D.

Veterans' fees
payable
Veterans willin
beWinter
allowed to

(OTHER THAN CLOSE-OUTS)

SPALDING DOT
GOLF BALLS
-10.95 DOZ.

I

30% OFF ALL
GOLF SLACKS

. ·••e\s\ Maxfli
Spalding , r.\\ Acushnet
1 h 1 At
. 9.011\
rs \\8~
i'\

unsin1'Swear

P·1ng

10\\ot
,
Mac Gregor

'tit

so"

senior seminars, The program
is designed. to cover six full
quarters, though. s t u d e n t s
may finish in four.
There are many values to
the program including the. variety of material studied, the
small discussion groups, the
dedication of the students involved, and the opportunities
to increase intellectual challenge. The primary pressure
on students to comp_lete work
comes from other ~tudents,
not the teacher.
Students are exposed to professors from all disciplines
during the weekly discussions,
and the atmosphere is informal.
Richard . Taylor, chairman
of the program, may be contacted for more information
at LAN 149, ext. 2447.

~°''

~o .

pay registration fees for
Quarter 2 during the first
week of Quarter 2, before Jan,
12.
Procedures to implement
this are being worked out and
the final information will be
available by contacting VA
adviser, Dan Beeman from
12:30-3 p.m., Monday through
Friday, in UC 156.

Early Thanksgiving Special
• GENUINE DUTCH EDAM •• ~ •••••••• $J.99 LB.
• GENUINE DANISH BLUE •• :• •••••••• $J.79 LB.
• GENUINE MUENSTER, IMPORTED
FROM ~ENMARK •••••• ·••••• ~ ••• $J.591B.
• $WITZERLANDSWISS CHEESE ••••••• $J.9' LB.
DELIGHTFUL WINES FOR YOUR·
THANKSGIVING TABLE
• CHAT~U ROQUETAlllADE •·•••••• $3.52 A •our,
• CONCANNON DRY SEMILlOH •••••• 3.29 A •oJti•
.

ESTATE BOTILED

1 •

.• ~

.

,mr tHA111s. ,..'. •.·•.~-. ~ .~,•.... •~4.40~-loff,,

urday.

··
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The Book' 'committee · revamped

1

Strong replaces Howell as chairman
By JOE GUIDRY
Oracle Staff Writer

chairman and the committee chair:inan and the committee Mary Mathney is the chair- tors or another student. Th~y
will be holding an open• is working on a new amplifi- man.
do not want the names of t he
hearing on bicycle regulations cation policy and plans · to
.,, Student Rights : Jim persons involved in the inciNov. 12 in _University €enter have it ready for the com- Moyer is the chairman. The dents and the examples may
mittee's consideration by next subcommittee is interested in be submitted anonymously.
158.
v Student · Organizations Mo~day's 2 p.m. meeting.
having written examples of , Students who want to report
Regulations : Student· Governspecific violations of student incidents should contact; Jim
,,,., Appropriate Procedures: rights by fac~ty, administra- Moyer, Business 328, Dean
ment Pres. Jeff Smith is the
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --,.._- - - -- - - - - Luethje, Engineer ing, Deans
office - 971-2387 or Dr. Paschal Strong, Psycho 1 o g'y
971-2491 or 971-2497. ,

The task force committee
on "The Book" now has a new
chairman and had been divided into four subcommittees to
study University regulations.
At the Nov. 1 meeting of the
committee, Vice-President for
Student Affairs Joe Howell
. recommended he be replaced
by Dr . Paschal Strong as
chairman of the task force.
The committee accepted his
recommendation.
HOWELL, WHO is no longer on the committee, said he
wanted to be replaced be•
The Off-Campus Term Procause as chairman he was required to advocate all recom- gram is now placing students
menda.tions the committee in social action projects . in
made whether he supported Florida for Quarter 2.
These are service-learning
them or not. He said he
thought . h~ _should be · free to situations, all with non-profit
consider the recommendations organizations, which generally
as Vice-President for Student _' provi~e a living ~tipend or
Affairs ilafber ~ an as a com;
mittee member;
Howell said the recommenda~ons will now go to him be. fore they are sent to Pres.
C~cil Mackey and he will be
a~le to reject or change them.
But he added the reasons for
any changes or the rejection
Mexico City will be the site
of a recommendation will be
of
study for several USF :;tuannounced to the committee
dents next quarter.
and the campus.
Classes, some offered in
On becoming chairman, Dr .
both
Spanish and English,
Strong said USF should become like "the better univer- be held at the .National Unisities that are run by their versity of Mexico. . There are
certain requirements students
faculty and students."
shotild
meet to qualify for. the
HE RECOMMENPED the
committee be divided into program, but the main factors
four subcommittees to study that decide a person's eligibility are interest and dedication
four major areas.
The committee was ar- to . learn from the Mexican
ranged into the four subcom- culture.
Student costs are not much·
mittees;_ all have student
chairmen. The. subcommittees higher ilian those for a student on the Tampa campus.
are:
The main extra cost is that of
Y' Individual· Student Regul~tions: :\3ill Davis is the plane fare from Tampa to

OCT students
sought
.
for statewide placement
.

some combination of room,
board and expense money.
Mlilfi: Cocortut G r o v e
Cares needs students to work
with black and Cuban children. Sociology majors would
be helpful in the alcohol rehabilitation rogram. Th~atJ;-e of _
• r,,

1

•. (.,

.

,,t .~ '

Mexican tour/ for
student culturists
will

Se•ator G~orge McGovern

J

- O RDI-RS TAKEN AT
REGISTRATION
Nov.15-19

MR. JAMES McCARTHY
will be on the campus

FT. LAUDERDALE: Community Action Program needs
out-reach workers and Head
,st~rf.a)df , Qut-reach workers·
will research and handle individual community need_s in
poverty areas in Broward
County. Broward County Narcotics Guidance .Council rieeds
a student to do follow-up
work..

Federal Employment Outlook Program representatives
will arrive on campus Nov. 15
to inform liberal arts, as well
as science major, of the opportunity in a career with the
Federal Government.
·
Nearly 20,000 federal positions are' filled· tiy ·college
grads every year. To ·qualify
for over 200 positions in some
50 agencies across the nati6n
and around the world, grads
m ust pass the Federal Service
E ntra nce E x a m i n a t i o'.h
(FSEE). They are then eligible to work anywhere from
P aris to Peoria, Cape Kennedy to Calcutta, or even in
their hometowns.
Thase stadents .majoring in
special areas or fields don't
have to take the exam. Here
education a n d experience
serve as evaluative bases.
Besides the great variety of
careers a nd job locations,
government work yields salaries that compare favorably
, with those of private industry.
In\ addition, continuing education is not only encouraged
but financed by many agencies for job-related courses, ~•if
they do not train their employees already. Mob i 1 it y
within or among agencies is
also offered.

Academic _advis-ing~
Advising For Night Students
On Thursday, Nov. 18, the
Academic Advi.sing Office in
Faculty Administration Offices
(FAO) 122 .will be open from
5 to 7 p.m. for students who
take only night classes.
Lower Level
Adviser Assignments
Lower division students who
did not see the Adviser Assignment Chart in the Oct. 13
is~ue of The Ora cle may find

out who their advisers are by
calling Central Advising, 9742645 in F AO 122.
Advisers Signature and
College Stamp Requirements
Below is a chart of departm:ents by upper and lower division majors alii non-ma jors
on which an "X" • indicat'es
that a signature or a stamp
is required before a student
can register in a course in
that department.
college or •
Divisiocal s t amp

Adviser s • Signat ures

Price$2 ·

November 17, 197'1
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at •

:rHUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job oppqrtunities
in the fie ld of
INTERNATIONAL

..
•,

All.STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Are Invited To Meet

Sen. George McGovern
Thurs., Nov. 11, 1971, 6-7:30 p.m.

SENIOR PORTRAITS - JAN. 10 -14
SIGN UP BEFORE DEC. 3
LAN. 472
974-2679

Afro-Arts would prefer black
male students interested in either art, drama or afro, American history.

Mexico City : $175 round trip.
Students. spend the first
COCOA: Brevard County
week living in a hotel in the Community ,Action Agency
heart of the city. The remain- needs one or two students to
der of the quarter is spent in work in their Head Start Prothe homes of specially select- gram.
ed Mexican families.
USF's .. program I in- Mexico : Th~re are ten other areas
C'ity began Quarter 3 last year :Where students may .!!iei:ve in
a nd includes students from y arious social action agencies.
many disciplines.
In addition to these social
Carlos Jc Cano, USF Span- action options; the prograin
ish instructor , will acconrpany provides opportunities for stuthe students-.
dents to participate in interApplications for Quarter 2 .national programs, work exshould be made as soon as p e r i e n c e, independent repossible, although no final search, or special'projects.
date for application will be set
Interes:ted students should
until mid-December. Contact contact Barbara Hofer, Gloria
Dr. C. vi: Capsa~, Depart- Stephens, or Keith Lupton at
ment of Modern Languages, 974-2536 or 2537.
ext. 2547.

INTERESTED, .IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?
.

Feds begin
recruiting

INTERNATIONAL INN BALLROOM
KENNEDY AND WEST SHORE BLVD~
SPONSORED BY:
STUDENTS AND FACULTY FOR McGovem

MANAGEMENT'
Interviews may be
scheduled at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
I
OF

INTERNATIONAL
MANAGEMENT

Glend1le, Arizona 85301
.Affiliated with
•The American Man111ement
·A11ocl1tlon
.
.
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Advertising club founded
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8/a~ks plan Jor USf acclaim

borough Wildlife Club with the presentation of
awards and refreshments.

'

The Student Advertising Association of USF
was founded recently to give advertising . seUrban econ opens registration
quence majors in the Mass Communications
Anyone
interested in~taking Economics 373,
Department information on career opportuniEconomic1?:of
the p rban Environment, Quarter
ties and the chance to meet professionas in the
2,
.is
asked
to
contact Pr.of: G. Hartley Mellish
' field of advertising.
· ' ·
·
' Elected !officers for the organization are or Dr. Robert Murphy as ·soon as possible.
..Bruce Gaines, president, Robert Kelzer, vice
president, and Marjorie Charles; secretary Bieycle Club sponsors tour
·treasurer.
··
, .
The USF Bicycle- Club is sponsoring a
... Steve Yates, club,adviser; said .other objec-. 60-mile round-trip
bicycle tour .to Tarpon .
'.tives of the advertising association are "the
Springs Sunday; Nov. 14. Cyclists will leave
'Opportunity for fellowship and the provision of ·from the USF
Administration (ADM) Building
·an outlet through which students may express
at 7:Jl) a.m.
,
_ 1
'.their ideas."
·
Breakfast and a tour of the sponge docks in
. The organization is currently seeking UniTarpon Springs are included. All interested cy:';ersity recognition. ,
clists ml!,y participat e.
· For further informatiori contact Dr. Ray
Goodwill coltection set

\

The Afro-Am~ri,can Society, tions, said, " USF· isn't nathe· official ,·organization· of tionally known for · anything
campus blacks, has .an- yet. The Afro-American Soc ierioimced' plans for cultural ty envisions that if the Unievents and ·c alled for initiat- versity will, allow the present .
ing · a Department , of Afro- ' program of · Afro-American
American Studies that could Studies to develop into departbring "national recognition to mental status, this action will
USF." .,
not only bring better racial :,
relations to this campus, liut ·
Anton Ugandi, the.'Society's al so res ult m
- na ti onal recogm' ·
coordinator · of public rela- tion for USF. \.

M'ach ler'.s .st'ude. nts'
I

I

"WE ALSO hope the depa rtment will e~ ntu_ally offer an
a dvanced degree. However,
even now, you will find on this
campus a group of black peepl~ who are quite capable of
making USF relevant to the
community.
_
1 " We believe the AfroAmerican Society is the most
·
·
rtan t
progressive
· an d unpo
black group in tlie Tamp<J. ·
!Bay area·and Cl\n be quit(;! potent in forming coalitions to
get blacks· e\ected locally and
. statewide,-" Ugandi said.
,
Gary, Finley, secretary for

offer '.· q.uiet~:~ d r~ g, di,d ·;;1;!':: ;~1::::::~;~~~;:;

; Pledges of Delta -T au .D elta will collect re'pairable clothing and small household items . Poore; ET~~:~sori:::: : : ; : ~ : '
for Goodwill Nov. 15 from 9 to 11 a .m. in the
. USF sophomores and freshmen with a GPR
Jmmediate USF area.
,
of 3.25 or better and between 24 and 90 cumu"" The -p roject is a civic activity by Delta Tau lative hours are invited to attend the first
Delta to help handicapped meJI and women Qb. _ameetjng of Themis, a new _honorary orgamz
tain materials needed in their rehabilitation
tion. The.meeting will be Nov. 10 in the Educaand job training programs.
tion KIVA at 2 p.m.
, '

ceased black civil rights advocates \¾ill be honored, and a
Quarter 3 symposium with
on-campus sf eakers for local
high_ school juniors and seniors.'
The Society also sponsors

~rJ t<t

the Gospel Choir, participates
in community acti'(ities including the Urban , LeagueJ
and will send a delegation to
the Unity Association's annual
convention at the University
of Miami in May.

AQIJARIUM
(

8107 N. Nebraska

ExclusiveJy Saltwater
, 1_0· gal•. tanks $5.99
I

·,
·•
· ' ple together and to strive to
Paraprofessional
students a.nd a pilot program of three help thein throughout the
trained by th e 'University;.Psy~ · sinall·rap groups will lie initi- world." He said the 400 memchiatric Drug- Consultant, Dr: , ated on a continuing basis for
•
•
ber Society, which is a memTed Machler, will be in. An- four lo . ten weeks· for . those
ber of the Black Caucus and
dros Classroom Building 226, - who )!ave a more ~xtensive the statewide
Florida Black
from ,2 to 3 p.m., Monday • personal concern.
'
.
~
'
. l
Unity
Association,
is planning
I
Free ground school _Jleld .
,Film Forum meets
through Friday. No appoint'IT 1s· anticipated that the •for, on-campus
To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the
events'
.
These
• ;;; The USF Flying ·~ Club will - hold a free
USF's Film Forum will meet next Wednes- ment,s , no ~ames, no applica- quota from eacti dorm or offboxes allowing 1 box fo'i- each letter, .space and
ground schpol on Thursdays from 2:30 to 4:30 day, Nov. 17 at 2 p.m. in Language-Literature tions, no forms and no contact campus · housing will be limit, include a Black Uhuru-a ball
punctuation /nark. Use additional form if more th bn
to
be
held
at
·8
p.m.,
~av.
20
\"'p.m. in UC 205, The meetings, are open to in- ' 245.
·:
with University staff .will be · ·ed on a percentage basis of
5 lines are required.
at the Manger Inn and-.f eature
· terested persons.- The second meeting is tomorexpected or required . '. .
. · the' participation of the unit
the crowning of the black USF L
-row.
, Federal career reps here
Faculty/ staff, or students d~ring Quarter 1 rap sessions.
5 lines(~ 1 characters/line)
$1.00
queen.
For information call David Russell, presi. Representatives ror _federal career ,opportu- who want assistance wit!i The thr~ Quarter 2 group_
Additional line
.1 S
dent, Largo 531-7621. .
. · .
nities will be at USF Nov. 15 in the Placement · problems directly or .indirect- sessions will be . designed to
OTHER SOciETY activities
Repeat~d:· ,2-4 Issues
.90*
Free ground school will also be held at the Office on the fifth floor of the Library. ·,
. ly related to drugs are eligi~ function as serfsiti:vity groups ,will include representation of,
,
More ·t han 4 Issues
.15*
St. Petersburg campus ·sundays from 1 to 3
To qualify, most applicants must place in a ble. This service is for the · · to reduce those needs within <Africa. at World Affairs Coun~ Per 5 lines (31 characters)
•
I
p.m. in B Building Lounge. The next meeting . Federal Service'• Entrance . E X a,m i ·D _at i On . University Community only.'
the individual which might' 1 cil events, an on-campus
Mail
the
ad,
with
remittance (check preferred) tb: Oracle
js Nov. 7.
, (FSEE;), except those in such profession~
ALTHOUGH PLANS are lead or have led to the use of Black Cultural Week for
Classifieds, LAN 472 University of South Florida, Tampa,
Their next club meeting is Nov. 14 in 13 fields as accounting, aerospace technology, under way to initiate rap sesdrugs.
Quarter 2 at which all deFlorida 33620. No refunds.
.Building Lounge at 1 p.m. Club dues are $1 per counseling, nursing and teaching.
sions in the dorins, any group
JjJonth and $2 initiation.
I
Literature will be available in most fields of ~thin the University commuDeadline - NOON FRIDAY
interest and representatives will be on campus ·nity may request tile services
.t.~.,
.. Luncheon·"' rescheduled
DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE
to answer ·quj!stions.
of the rap leaders at any time
The Faculty-Staff Luncheon , planned for
and at any Iplace. For examOpen hearings ~eld
· Nov. 11 has been rescheduled for Tuesday,
,·
ple, · informally g at h ere d
,Nov,. 23 frpm noon to 1 p.m. UC 248.
The Subcommittee · on Regulatipns govern- groups of students in Fontana
,
::; Senator Louis de la. Parte Jr. will be the ing Individual Students of the new Task Force or DeSoto, or in ·any other
,guest speaker.
on ' 'The ·Book," will hold open hearings Fri- apartment complex for mari. -,:; Call Sherry Scarboro, 2100, ext. 240, for resday, Nov. 12 at 11 a .m. in UC 158. ,
ried students, or a fraternity,TWO OF TODAY'S BIGGEST DIAMOND VALUES!
·ervations.
The subcommitte~ will hear testimony re- seminar class, or any other
garding the revision of the current regulations,
(_ _
, Number of
class dealing ,with the drug
- SDS' Davidson ·to, speak
as published in--"The Book' ' governing -the opprogram, may request the
.
times
to run.)
'1he magnificent
Carl Davidson, former- national secretary of eration of bicycles and "disruptive and disorservices ·of these trained and
·
-marquise
and
the
Students for Democratic Society, and writer derly conduct."
experi~nced drug rap leaders.
perky pear ...
for the radical news weekly, "The Gardian,"
'All interested parties are asked to : attend
It is planned during the retwo distinctive
· will speak Thursda y, Nov. 11, in' the Business· and it is requested that proposals for _revisions
mainder of Quarter 1 to
diamond cuts in
Auditorium 103, at 8 p.m.
be specific and presented in writing. Anyone
schedule
one
pr
more
drug
newly designed
A movi.e entitled "The Murder of Fred wishing more information should contact Bill
n
~
rap
sessions
in
each
of
the
14-karat
gold
C
Hamptoq," will be shown on Tuesqay, Nov. 16, Davis in UC 219, ext. 2401.
C:
dorms. During Quarter 2, this
bri da I sets.
C
C ~
in Lan 115 at 8 and 10 p.m.
Mile walk planned
:!al
· approach will be continued
m .ffl
· Press reschedules meeting
. Sponsors and participants are being sought
-4
. The Pre.s's Club of USF, due to meeting con- for the Nov. 14, 27 Mile Walk for Development
=lt:
flicts last week, has reschedQled its meeting in which moq.ey is collected for various cliarifor today at 2 p.m. in .L AN 459.
ties including The Door.
\
"':; ➔,Committ~ re11arts ,and.inew pr.qjEJ,c,~ wiltbe '" ~ Spons_
or;s , pa::y ·tor eve;y __:iniJe the partici1
'6iscussed. . ;
_.
.
.·
· pants walk. A_mimg th9se looking_for sponsors
.,. All Mass Com majors in the n~ws-editoriai, are Al Blake of WDAE;, Dick Nelson of the
The Farmworkers Friends
/ : speech-broadcast, and magazine-feature se- Tampa Police Department, and Ric Morgan of Committee is sponsoring
an
-quences are urged fo attend. Membership in WUSF-FM and·television.
NBC White Paper Report on
the Press Club will lead to membership in
Anyone interested in sponsoring of walking migrant workers to be shown
Regular $375 •
.Sigma Delta Chi, the national -journalism fra- in the event should call 229-6568.
at noon Nov. 9, in the · UC.
I
t~rnity.
"The committee r e a 11 y
Funds receiyed
YOUR
·
m .
hasn't gotten off the ground
Quarter 1 funds have been received for all 1
'"'
Phi Delt Derby Saturday
CHOICE
Phi - Delta Theta's annual Phi Delt Derby students who obtained Florida State Teacher's yet, but there are plans for a
:J:
ch'
a
rity
drive
for
the
migrant
-\Vill be Nov. 13 at 1 p.m. on the intramural Loans ·and Florida Sta te Education Loans.
0
workers
of
lmmokalee.
We
fields. All Greeks and independents are invitPlea.s e go to ADM 106 immefilately for
hope to be able to ~llect can
m
ed. The day's final .event will be at the Hills- these funds.
goods and other necessities to
give them for Thanksgiving '
Professional Watch & Jewelry repairs
and Christmas," Craig Hall, '
Free estimates while you 'w ait. ,·
-'/ ·
chairman, said. ·
CHARGE IT•.• (]_Ven if you've never had credit before!
The annual average earnings for Florida migrant
workers is about $2,000, while
the average hourly wage for
farmworkers is $1.28 or $50.60
per week. The m~jority of the
•
I
IN TAMPASHOP AT GORDON'S
- Three bills 'dealing with .leg- meetings was pertinent to th~ only coming ·late to meetings, workers do not have flush toil•
3924
BRITTON
PLAZA-SHOPPING CTR,
islat ion, minutes, and their student body, while instiga- bt1t 'also coming inebriated, ets, sinks, tubs or showers. A
• NORTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER
minority
'do
not
·
have
indoor
- ' 'publication were passed by tors of the original bill argued was introduced by Commuter
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE;TERRACE
.
··the USF SG legislature in a that legislators represented Rep. Debbie Andrews but died el~tricity. ,
Florida's farm workers are
four .and a half-hour meeting · the students who should be for lac~ of a second. t ,'
·
06 .
·
specifically
excluded from
Thursday.
made aware of every remark
A main motion introduced workmen's compensation inAfter amendment by indi- their representative made by Bill Davis which called for
surance, and collective barvidual legislators, two bills during meetings.
the SG suppQrt of all persons gaini~g laws. They earn only
which deal with final considA-PROPONENT of the orig- who faced criminal charges $1.15 as minimum wage comeration of legislation and inal bill, Andros Rep. Rodney
for participation in the Oct. . pared to ·$1.60 minimum ·wa ge
scheduling-publication of _com- Presley said, "If certain stu- 28, SC-endorsed
. visitation ,,earned by others. In ·order to
,mittee meetings, were passed dent legislators want to
act . violation, failed.
be covered by social security ·
along with a third bill.
like jack-ass legislators in priPres. Jeff Smith's remarks laws, they must earn $150, or
.' RELATING TO recording vate . meetings, \ they' should , toncerned institution of and Iwork 20 days for one emand publication of legislative not be afraid to have their ac- progress ,on USF's faculty ployer.
minutes, the third . b i 11 tions reported to their ·public. evaluation, proposed free .urii.If any student is interested
aroused heated debates and Students can vote their 'Mick- versity, traffic proposals, and in helping qr '' becoming a
1comm6'.lt on a recent WTVT
· _many legislators commented fY Mouse' legislators out."
member of ·the· committee,
that it passed only because
Presley's views were gen- editorial (see related story, contact Craig Hall, 971-3236 or
:·the three bills were presented erally accepted, but then, in . Page 5-A).
Susie Gagan; 933-1442:
~ rid ~oted on in one package. what many members consid- ,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
; The controversial bill called ered reverse action, the legisfor the legislature to employ a lative body voted through an
· clerk who would transcribe amendment which allows any
Where it's at . ..
'
and record all motions and legislator to have his remarks
For those of you who might be new to the area,
debate, verbatim when possi- l changed or stricken from the
1
The Stereo Shop (formerly Viviano Stereo) is
ble.
minutes, with apP.roval of the
located
at 1536 S. Dale Mabry, Tampa. And for
the Mascot of
: Opponents charged that not president of the legislature. 1
the rest of you • - • we're also located at
~verything in the legislature
"This was contradictory to
1536 s..Dale Mabry, Tampa.
the intent of the . motion,"
Mark Adams, commuter rep, I've arranged ·
resentative said. "If a legislator s,ates an opinion · in prii!'st for you
vate, he should not be afraid
to have it publicized, if he is
really representing his conI ,
Twenty-four USF students stituents."
a ttended an all-night "Sleepin" Satur day night in the
SEN. PAUL Giovanetti and.
--Argos activities Room. Orga- Commuter Rep. Phil Blank
nized by social chairmen of judged the amendment ·was
Alpha, Gamma, and Beta not hostile and the bill was
Halls, students were : encour- approved in amended form.
aged by _a distributed fold-out
. In other _leg is 1 at ion,
~
to bring "sleeping bags or Commuter
Representatives
blankets and a date" and to George Zink and Ge·orge
with Stvdtal 1.0.
W~h Stvd1.t I.D.
\
"camp out . . . rap, sing, lis- Cleavenger called for im-·
·with
Southe~
Hush
Puppies,
French
Fries,
and
Cole
Slaw.
ten to music, or sleep."
peachment of certain legislaAlthough students drifted in tive and executive officials for
In addition you can look forward to enjoying 'our own baked
bread, apple butter, and pickled cabbage.
and out of the center during obvious non-feasance in not
the night, only about 20 stayed e n f o r c i n g the recentlythrough the whole sleep-in, instituted smoking policy.
APPLE FRITTER SUNDAE
Don·t let the price on this one scare you. If it sounded lik~ a $200 system, we wouldn't sell it. If a system can't
according to a chaperone.
Both motions failed.
deliver an honest seven octaves of sound, we won't call it high fidelity_ This one can and is, Sound for dolla1rthis
REG. $.55 with I.D. $.40
The sleep-in was advertised
A main motion calling for
little sy_stem delivers a lot more than ·its share. But don't look for extras, they just aren't there. Every·frill that
as a means· to protest USF's the legislature to reprimand · Phone 62,6-9889
could
be removed without sacrificing the sound has been removed:
56th and Hills. Ave.
current non-visitation policy SG secretary of public relafor freshmen students.
tions Paul Bradley, for not
't.
.
:--. .
~
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Tuesday Night Special: Friday Night Special

Fried Chicken

$1~9

: Fresh Ocean Perch
$1E~.9
I

sio:9 :,

$1~~,

1800 Ft. of POLYESTER TAPE

TDK C60 CASSEffl TAPE ••••.••• • 59c

PIONEER, GARRARD SYSTEM
FOR UNDER $200-

Day care center, contracept!'(es should be
University priOrities for women

• • •

ou t ,the other
by Robe rt Boyl e

\

Dr. Marijo McCormick, assistant professor of Behavioral -Sciences, is spearheading a drive for
the establishment of a day care
center at USF. The project is being
investigated through the Presidential Committee for the Status of
Women and would provide facilities for children of both students
and faculty.
Dr. McCormick has reported
that the initial response fo such a
center has been tremendous. This
only emphasizes that services in
this area have been neglected for
too long.
How many students have been
unable to complete their education
due to the lack of necessary care
for young children? How many
have made arrangements for the
care of children •at great expense
or great inconvenience to themselves or others?
These questions .and others need
to be answered before the day care
center can be established. Volunteers are needed to help compile
information through surveys. This
would be an excellent opportunity
for campus service organizations.
Anyone interested in either helping
with surveys or in using a day care
center should contact Dr. McCormick.
Although we don't advocate the
:use of the day care center · as an
experimental laboratory, . there
would be an obvious connection ·
and mutual benefit with academic
disciplines such as education and
psychology.
We hope the details of the day
care center can be worked out
quickly and the traditional organizational problems of funding, staff- for both the users and the Univering and hours solved so that the sity community, demand it.
There will always be students
center can begin operations as
young children but a lengthy
with
s
benefit
quickly as possible. The

The recent action of the Family
:Planning Clinics in refusing to provide birth control pills to University women is justified, but it abruptly closed the door on those 'desiring the service.
The purpose of the Family
· Planning Clinics is to serve the
low-income women of Hillsborough
County, They are probably correct,
in most cases, in that anyone able
to attend a university should not be
classified low income. Since the
clinics have only a limited amount
of funds, it is oµly proper that the
priority be given to those for whom
the ·agency was established. '

This doesn't mean that , USF

women don't need a,_facility of this
type. They do. And the University
Health Center is long overdue in
providing the services of a gynecologist and dispensing all types of
birth control devices.
This could be done by the
Health Center without violating the
presen t state law by limiting the
service to those over 21 or with parental-permission.
The law itself is another mat_.
ter. It's just another anachronistic
piece of legislation, setting an arbitrary age limit for obtaining birth
control devices. Since the ,adven!
of women's rights and the 18year-old vote, there is no reason
for this restriction to be maintained. It's not likely that every
woman under 21 would immediately run out to get the pill as soon as
the law was revised, but why
·
shouldn't they if they want to.

delay in establishing a day care
center may make a difference as
to whether an individual will have
a· college degree or not.

-4-A -U. of South Florida, Nov. 10, 1971
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Editor:
I, on behalf of the Presidential Committee for ttie Status o(Wom en; wish to
express appreciation for the front page
picture and caption in regard to day
care and for the cooperatio1i of Mrs. W.
Besch of Safety Land Nursery in providing information and allowing pictures of
her facilities.

'

We have had many replies from students that have indicated they would like
to see a day care facility established on
the campus. Students who have not yet
made their wishes known are asked to
drop a note to the Committee or to me at
LAN 363 or to call 2678 and leave their
names.
The Committee is, at this point, gathering' information on the demand and
feasibility of such a center . .
The . cooperation of The Oracle and
~afety Land Nursery in aiding us is very
much appreciated.
MARIJO K. McCORWCK
Assistant Professor

King explains delays
Dear Students:
I want to take this opportunity to.give
you a report on the progress of our renovation of the "!)niversity Center food service area. Before proceeding with this
report, l also want to thank you for your
patience this Fall Quarter as this renovation ·has proceeded, I know that it has
been crowded and · many times uncomfortable in the South dining room of the
University Center, but I feel that when
we finally get the North side open shortly, you will concur that the wait will
have been worth it. Again, thanks and
\ please be patient for just a little while
lqnger.
Now for a report on our progress. We
have all new chairs ordered for the
South dining room which should be
shipped from the factory next Monday,
These will be stained a dark green and
will be what is known as a "Mate's
chair." We are also endeavoring to design two chandelier-type light fixtures to
set within the ceilings of our two gazebos. As for the South serving line, we
have ·some additional equipment on
order which should improve and speed
up service,in this area.
If you have had a chance to peek into
the old snack bar area in the North dining room, you will have noticed a startllng change. The snack bar line has
been removed and a new delicatessen
service counter has been built in. One
side of the service area will provide a
delicatessen-type, sandwiches made up
for you on an individual basis. The front
part will be the beer dispenser coolers
and the other side will provide you with
hamburgers, trench fries, -and hot dogs

on a speed basis. There will be more detailed information coming later ·on the
beer service, but I wanted to report to
you no1v that Eastern Food Service has
applied for the license and has been advised that the hearing before the State
Beverage Commission will take place on
November 23rd. We hope our license will
be forthcoming shqrtly thereafter.

Finally, you will see that the North
dining room has been completely renovatfollowing the pattern of the South dined
The North -serving line has been comroom. A new red vinyl floor will be
ing
·
procthe
in
are
we
pletely renovated and
installed during the Christmas vacation
ess of literally bringing the kitchen· from
to further enhance the area. We are also
down stairs up into this area. By doing
planning to change the g!a'ss in the win·
of
delay
the
this, we hope to cut down
dows facing the patio to highlight the
_
,
irs
downsta
from
food
having to bring

,~

By TOM PALMER
Oraclt Stall Wrlltr

Of all the comments made by Regent
E. W. Hopkins - in the Fireside ·- Lounge

over-all effect of this facility.
All of us concerned are doing our best
to get the delicatessen serving area open
before this Quarter ends.
Again; many thanks.

RAYMOND C. KING
Director, Housing.and Food Service

'
Visitation proposals
Editor:
A "dead issue" bas been resurrec ted.
It was brought to life at the Oct. 28 visitation rally. The rally served its purpose

by Rick Mitz
f

By RICK--MITZ

About a month or so ago, Florida state Attorney General
Robert Shevin ruled that city and county ordinances did not
apply to state university cottages even
.- though the . cottage
,
may be located in the city or county.
About two weeks ago, militant insects at this cottage held
the Oct. 13 Moratorium with speakers and music. Snow-white
with the aid of Dwarf Howbad, vice president for Insect Affairs, ruled at the last minute (way _too late for the sponsoring insects to do anything about it) that they could not
amplify the music. /

J"

The reason for .this ridiculous ruling by the Snow-White
administration stems back to the days of Dwarf Nowonderlike, -right after a non-insect was shot by one of two little
piggies at a nearby nightclub.
Shortly before that happened, Hillsborough County had
passed popular county ordinance against pop festivals, which
included a section outlawing outdoor music. There was an
"understanding clause" that it would (and has) been applied,
against rock music,

I

The insects, who were protesting the shoqting of the noninsect by the pig, attempted as part of the protest to block a
street dance at the cottage, which the now past Alien administration was putting on.
They filed ari injunction, and strangely enough all the, pigs
and dwarfs consented. They have continued consenting ever
since, which has been over a year. They seem more than
happy to continue the on-cottage ban on music, which the in- .
sects themselves asked for.
-Snow-White, who claims to be unwillingly enforcing unpopular state rulings (i.e. ; visitation in the insects whorehouses),
is continuing the ban on outdoor music, unwilling ly of course.
The reason is the law is the law.
If the insects want the music back, and Snow-White is restraining it only because he has to, and it is a county ordinance, and Attorney General Shevin says it and others like it
do not apply, then why, Snow-White, don't have amplified
·
outdoor music.
I guess fairytales don't have to make sense - or do they? ~

last Thursday, perhaps · the most revealing was, "The Board of Regents has
many bosses."
--_- ~hete'!l. an ,old 'saying that too many
.

'

well in regenerating public ·discussion of
the visitation policy, including praise
from ·some state officials for the students' "restrai nt," "good judgement,"
and "common'sense. "
But we have drawn criticism too, including the perennial accusation that
"studen ts are always demonstrating
against something, but never do they
offer an alternat ive."
' In our case, that criticism is not
valid, The purpose of the SG Visitation
Committee is not only to lead a protest,
but to offer a proposal which we feel
represen ts the desires of the dormitory
residents for a fair and just visitation
policy.
The SG Visitation Committee proposes a policy of individual resident-student
determination of visitation policy.

It's the right t~me

Love-means

.

j

Florida's kettle of broth

Letters
onto the serving line and thus improve
our service to you. More importantly,
ho1vever, we expect this arrange ment to
reduce our labor costs of preparing food
and thereby be, able to hold our prices of
food to you at their present levels even
with food prices still rising.

I

(A,sort-of-Zylstra-fairy-tale fact.)

Staff commentary

CO M.M EN TA RY

. Editorial views therein
The Oracle is written-and edited by students at the University of South Florida
'
.
are not necessarily those of the faculty adviser or the TJniversity administration
)

Thanks to Safetyland

But right now, it looks like the
University woman must find a private physician if she wants birth
control devices.

Dwarfs vs. ·insects

• • •

then
I lived love.
Future . Shock, the sociologists tell us, Future Shock?
With you
now,
Never. We're suffering from Schlock Shock. And it all reI just
volves around one word: Love.
love!
What used to be so ·t>ersonal, private and intimate bas
Two dollars please.
turned into a merchandising formula for wealthy would-be
_ But their books read-like Walgreen greeting cards compoets aml capitalistic couldn't-be writers who never have to
pared to the works of the fathers of them all: Erich Segal
say they're sorry.
and Rod McKuen.
Love Story: about a male student who plays hockey inMass-produced love, like hula hoops and Barbie Dolls, is
to
thing
easy
an
is
stead of hookey. About a coed who gets married and j hen
a new vogue. "Love is universal and love
.
Paraof
director
dising
$5.95 in hard-back, -95 cents in paperback please.
merchan
buried.
merchandise," says the
·
books
banal
l
bountifu
Maestro McKuen: "If they could overlook my acne there
And
are
only
not
And
mount records.
but
and the inch I lacked - to carry them to heaven, - I too could
and multitudinous maudlin movies about the subject,
not
We're
movies,
those
deal in charity. " $4.50 please.
· we're buying those books and seeing
·
in.
it
taking
We're
· "Rod puts into words·all the things l feel," said one girl I
it.
by
being°taken
know who doesn't even have acne. She considers McKuen's
We're allowing today's millionaire mod prophets to per•
and
meaning
prose-poetry to be good literatur e because it puts her -feelings
petuate old romantic myths that dicta.t e the
Love.
find
can
we
into words. But-·good literatur e takes words and transfor ms
greening and, worse yet, how
play
to
have
you
Love,
of
Meaning
them into feelings.
The
find
In order to
McKuen and Sepl deal in greeting card kitsch, but on a.
hockey at Yale, break away from your rich father and find a
different· level &ban the others. They manipulate us into wantpoor girlfri~ d who has leukemia.,
the
Or
breath.
bad
your
of·
ing to believe that love is easy. Their works are read quickly,
You'll find it if you get rid
acne,
l
termina
of
case
mild
your
Or
.
cried and sighed over quickly. They lead us into a fantasy
psoriasis
Or
frizzies.
world, where life Is a love story, where loneliness is a. nationYou'll find it if you buy the world a Coke.
cat
a
with
ne-alone
al pa.stime, exceeded only by leukemia and acne. And they
·You'll find it if you live alone-alo
laugh all the wa.y through the bunk and to the bauk.
named Sloopy.
ng
developi
than
rather
ng
Love Story has sold more than five million copies and
envelopi
is
Love
rd
Cardboa
literaalleged
was made into a successful (financially, anyway) movie.
- us. In poetry, in movies, on television, in
McKuen's books and records have earned The Bard more
ture.
you
love
i
than $5-milllon a year. Not bad for a little love.
but
"i used to be in love with my teddy bear,
that's
And what does it all mean? It means that we're desper-_
you"
love
"i
lots more .. ." proclaims a book called
ate enough to find out the meaning of love that we'll go
guaranteed to be so impersonal you can give it to anyone through one-night stands with McKuen and Segal, who have
your lover, your mother or your teddy bear. One dollar
become Dr. Ruebens in romantic drag. everything you - alplease,
ways wanted - to know . ..
Or Peter McWilliams who has written a slew of sappy
thereSo what DOES it all mean? The answer is probably best
Jove
"I
"
Life,
my
be
&
me
with
books ("Come
put in one of McKuen's own poems: "If you had listened hard
fore I am," not to mention " The .Hard Stuff : Love." ) His
enough - you might have heard - what I meant to say: Nothbooks contain such hard stuff as:
ing."
first But whatever they meant to say, they say it over and
love.
for
lived
i
over and over again.
then
Maybe love means you never have to say,
I lived in love.

Implementation of this policy wouldprobably incJude three simple, logical ·
steps: _
1) Incoming residents would be offered three or more alternative visitation
plans (no visitation, 24-hour visitation,
· restricted visitation). These alternatives
would be presented to the students in the
housing correspondence which preceeds
their matriculation.
2) Resident students would determine
individually (with their parents if necessary or desired) their personal choice of
visitation plans, and indicate that choice
on their dormitory contract forms, which
they would then return to the Housing
Office.
3) ~ach student' s dormitory living
unit assignment would be issued by the
Housing Office according to his choice of
visitation plan.
We feel that if the Housing Office can
implement the present visitation policy,
with its myriad complications, it could,
\vith equal success, implement our proposed policy. We believe that this proposal is not only practical, but that it is
the only truly fair and just policy. It is
fair and just because it realizes that the
ordering of a student's personal social
life - with all its attending implications
on his growth and education - is a matter which must be left to the student and
his parent.
The Oct. 28 rally represented a good
beginning in our efforts to obtain such a
fair and just policy. But it was just a beginning. We will continue · to make ourselves heard. We will accept no token
concessions. We will press our case to a
fair and just conclusion.
Visitation will not be a dead issue
until a visitation policy set by the students who must live under it has been
accomplished.

SG VISITATION COMMITTEE

cooks spoil the broth. This is one view
that could be taken of the Florida Board
of Regents. Hopkins . showed that many
undesirable aspects . of · campus·,. 'life
cause~ by the Regents were influenced
by pressures, from one group or another.
Although he stated more than once
that the main reason for these pressures
was misunderstanding, he never did say
what kind of measures the Regents were
taking to counter misconceptions. Neither did he suggest that some of those
whose understanding might be lacking
.
were Regents.
Students attending this meeting were
apparently as dissatisfied with him as
they had been with Regent J. J. Daniels
when he was on campus last month. It..:,
was clear to all that Hopkins had not j
done bis homework and on subjects :·
where he might have had information, .
••,
he was very evasive.
_·
USF
visiting
was
he
He admitted that
to learn. He also said that he had been a ,
board member at least since last April or
May. It is now November and he's apparently still trying to put the pieces to•
gether. The Board of Regents is not a
place for novices to , undergo on-the-job
training.
The Florida Board of Regents should
be a full-time job, not a sideline. People .,
should be chosen who have a hackground ·
in education, although people from other
fields should make up part of it to pres- ::
.ent a variety of approaches to problem
solving.
Also, the Regents should continue to
change membership every few years so ·
that fresh ideas and personalities can •'.
enter the picture. This is necessary in ·
view of the ever-changing face of Florida's educational scene. People , guaranteed positions for ~ong periods of time .:
tend to become stagnate d and inef- · ·
'
fectual, hence the frequent changes.
To be quite blunt, Regent Hopkins pre- ,~sented a disappointing figure, but it- is not
entirely his .fault. The present system is •poor, he's only trying to work as much-·"
· -'
as he can within its framework,
Maybe if we got'rid of a few cooks ... -;

,
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Ab~rtion sym,posium
dwindles to argument

.

Oracle Staff Writer

Women walked out of last
Tuesday night's discussion of
abortion in UC 252 climaxing
an evening of arguing at cross
·purposes on the issue at hand.
Consisting of a panel discussion representing both sides of
the abortion issue moderated
by Gene Heath, Tampa resident, the panelists were Joyce
Davis, a local resident, Marjorie Slater, a USF student,
sociology professor ·Dr. Donald Schneller and USF student
John Ditto.
MISS 1SLATER opened for
the proponents of abortion by
challenging the traditional
concept of woman's role as a
child-bearer and children as a

.

j

.

·.

'

'

NA_P promises members
future'· politicC/1 ·activism

/

By TOM PALMER

.

S·A

sign of a man's , virility. She however--, abortion protests .
characterized the · abortion are only a symptom of the
laws as excluding the father -<real problem - ·an inadequate
from any blame in the mit- marriage ·1system. He also
ter. She also attacked the idea noted the lack of religion·
that contraception is the sole _among Y,Oung ·people and said .
responsibility of women.
"In the absence of religion we
Miss Slater said,, the main are going to have premarital

question of abortion was that sex." ,
Echoing Miss ·Slater, Miss
of women's freedom to control
Davis
called for men to take
their. bodies. ·
·
equal responsibility in sexual
Schneller took ~xception to matters 'and added that the ~
the critics of abortion laws government should be busy
saying that when abortions formulating contra~ption proare readily available, · the grams for men and women.
responsibilities of the sexual "5.3-million ~omen in this.
act's consequences diminish. · country are uninformed about
He said people .,engaging in or unable to afford birth consex should take. p r o p e r trol devices," she said.
precautions.
In a brief statement, Ditto
ACCORDING TO Schneller, affirmed his _respect for life,
. saying that it began at
conception and was inconsistent with the Judaic-Christian
beliefs which he claimed gov.
.
ern western society. He
OraCle Photo _by J oh n Moale
.
charged that abortion reform
would give the , state the
,
'
.
· "pow!!r: 9ver who lives and who
raised
in
song
in
the
UC
Lobby
is
disturbfog
according'
t-0
sedies.
,
curity, after a complaint was made last week, and resulted in
QUESTIONS among the · a verbal and physical confrontation.
panelists drew more specific
comments. Schneller suggestEXCERPTS
SPINNING ORPHAN
ed having the baby put up for
aaoption, • claiming that there
Boredom ~
He just made it,
was a shortage of (white)
Like dust,
And left it,
·babies in orphanages. He told
Comes when nothing is
To its own will,
the audience, mostly womeri,
changed.
And variable fate;
that babies sell for '$5,000 'on
Love is found
To evolve,
the black market in New
Whei) man has found
Dissolve,York.
His missing rib.
Deteriorate,
'
SUNSHINE
Or ju.s t cease to exist,
-Schneµer
was· treated to
As it chooses 7
laughter and comments from
Now it just spins,
the audience during his talk
And circles, ·
and was visibly perturbed · by
As natural force decree;
the experience. The mood had
- Lock in laws, ·
become more tense and the
Circumscriqed, .
lengthy ,speech by a doctor in
Prescribed,
the audience semed to have
1
Somewhat diseased,
been the catalyst forthe walk. Reservations for the 1972
And he watches it change, ·
out by all but a few of the
Aegean will be taken · women present, who charged
As it chooses.
through the pnd of ' Quarter · that the discussion had been ·
l\DKE FLABE~TY
I in Language-Literature
dominated l;ly men and had ,
(LAN) 472. and in the Unibecome totally irrelevant to
And ol,d man time
versity Center Nov. , 15-19
the n~ds or problems of
is reaping in the years .
during 'e arly registration.
(Next to Railroad Track)
women.
harvesting the minutes
Bo6ks may. be reserved for
Pane~st Marjorie Siater
and selling them for
, $2.
later commented, "I feel that
seconds that-fly by more ·
we were being used. The ,opThere are about 'SO Aegequickly than light
.
ponents completely- evaded
ans left from last year now
the issue of abortion." Discusand leave us tired
on sale in LAN 472. -These
sion sponsor father Austin
are 1~7l Aegeans people
and gasping
•
Mullen stated his disappointhave
·paid
for
and
failed
to
''
.
for a. "little more time"
,ment at the failure to reach a
up.
-I 1iU(}
as.the.world grows old..., ;rs:pick
... ·lf ~'.:;t, ·: •
:-- u.ratiqnal dialo~e and fully'ex{
'.V_ -~SUSAN-SMITH ~-..;··..,•..· - - - - - - - - ~ plore the question at hand.

Student voices· . . .

Organizers of the USF chapter of the National Association
of Professors (Ni\P) last
week promised to promote
'.'procedural due pfodess " and
political activism for its members.
-

are not responsive to educational needs.
Richard Frank, FEA attorney, said recent cou·rt decisions mdicate a confused
pattern in regard ta the rights
of faculty members.
Edna Tait, associate direc-.
Frank said the FEA takes
tor for nigher Education with the position that once any intl)e . .F1oirda Education Associ- structor:_ ,is placed on the pay_ation (~A),- NAP's state affiliate, said Florida Senate ,
Pres. Jep:y 'rhomas, D-Palm
· Beach ·C.>unty;, would probably
be _a target ·in next year's
elections.

roll', he should be entitled to
the · right of "procedural due
process," and not just those
with tenure.
Under the "expectancy doctrine", Frank said, the instructor ·aoes have the right of
procedural due process, b u t
what constitutes "expectancy"
has not yet been clarified.

11 n \
:SSW
l(c STUPP. mmr
:IK~
~
i Nl!lf

. Tait urged the faculty to
join with others on the campus to remove from office
those in_. the legislature who

ell Everything

~

t

What's practical about
a little dress that
makes you'feel sexy??

Citing the need for political
organization. Tait said that if
politicians don't respond, they
will feel the " ping of political
action."
·

O :
~;

"~

-THE

·Aegean on··sale
through Dec ..3

· il:J:tl(:{tl:
~- s -. ·

' iii . .· .

930 FOWLER AVE.

!~BE.

.•·

•

WTVT gi\les equal time;

J

·

Sea -/Iqua

s ~-

-11~ Sluf,__o:!!lr...
Stlu.ra (J/(H(j.
,

\

{}olden, A1tn6
SpaM&lwj Snow.
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GALORE FOil HER
Add new d imension to your

,bC)/ly_tanguage with SAE-suede
hip-hugger.s. Molch or contrast•
ing "p9tch pockets ,. , • button•
iront • •• flare leg ••• styled
yout way. Match your .,SHE"
pants with yout "Tiger's" suede
hip-huggcrs. Great combinotion.

Smith refutes ediforial
Jeff Smith, SG president ap- provided by the taxpayers important enough issue to juspeared on television i,n rebut- and if students don't like them tify breaking of rules and regtal to a WTVT editorial on the they should move." He ar- ulations on ·moral grounds.
gued that no tax revenues are ·s mith 'said, "When students
dormitory visitation .protest.
. Complying with the FCC's used in paying for dormitory who are directly affected by
equal time policy, WTVT gave operations, but that they ire the visitation, policy are told
Smith the ijme slot to debate supported completely by the that visitation is a 'dead
· rent money paid by the stu- issue' "and that the sgbjeGt
the issue.
·would not be reconsidered in
SMITH REFUTED what he dents. 1
said were the three main
The secopd criticism made the nea,r future, they felt that
points of the. WTVT editorial. by Smith was of WTVT's all legal channels which were
Smith said the editorial im- statement - students should open had been closed."
plied that ·.'.'..•dormitories ·are abide by the rules and regulations set down by the taxpaye r's
representatives,
the
Board of Regents. Smith re•
Returns
plied, "In our opinion, the
in
Board of Regents ignor.~d
those taxpayers most · directly
concerned - the students and
USF United Fund backers
On Campus
their parents. The Board of
have completed the campus Regents
also totally ignored
NOV. 19, 20, 21 ·
drive,'with 130 per cent of the
their own hired experts. The
quota being met. The campus
presidents of all the state unidivision was the second highversities and their vice presiest division of the city.
dents for student affairs,
On campus the three highunanimously supported visitaest of the divisions were Education, Social Sciences, · and tion for I all resident students
the Medical division, in that provided, students under 21
years of age had parental conorder.
·,
sent."
·i
·
.The campus raised $17,226
as a whole, while the students
THE THIRD point disputed
reached 47 per cent of their by Smith was WTVl"s impligoal., .
.cation that visitation is not

'USF wins
In UF drive

EYES of HELL

'

ColorsThat CliCk

SHEsizes 6-18

Eyes that click we~r Colors that Click, new Eye Shadow Duos
from Maybelline.Two shades of shimmery shadow in
every case. A Lid-Sh7c'tow for luminom; color,
,
And a Lid-Lighter for glimmering .
highlights.Five smashiag combi- • ' -fy'\r.
nations to choose from. ~uff
c
""h
then1 on for a frosti,
"0
· glow. And "f?efore you can say,
"Focus Pocus," see beaittiful
eyes develop.

$9,00

SUEDE

GALORE FOR HIM
Patch pocke ts - button-fm nls
••• flare leg suede hi~hu.ggers.
fyerr '" Tiger's" way fo r- today's
ca,ual and differept look.
, HE,izes 27-36

..

$9,00

by gator of Florida inc.

I•• ;j ◄t,t+tt--1
'

.

TERRACE PLAZA
BRITTON PLAZA .

Use your
fremocs or bonk
credit card,

♦

512 ,FRANKLIN
r
, ST.
: -

-CONFERENCE GR GROUP MEETING
.

.

.

n

ON YOUR AGENDA?? .

r---~---------------,
!· .1rattrnit!' ,, l

I

-1!,ou,U.e

·

;

WIN AFREE STYtE IN OUR
FOOTBALL·POOL

I

J

f
I

I Pick the-winner of the following 'games and call the-I'
I score of the tie-breaker. Submit to.the Fraternity House I
I by Friday.
I
I Alabama............... vs. Miami ••••••••••••••• I
I Auburn •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • vs.. Georgia ................ I
:I Florida A&M............ vs. Southern !,Jniversity ••• I
.·I

FSU .•••••••.•••• .-• • • • • • • vs. Georgia Tech ....... .
Mississippi • • • • • • • • • • • • • vs. Chattanooga •••••••••
Mississippi State • ., •••• ·• • vs. LSU ••••••••• • •••••.• •

I

.a ,

·r
.'

- ...

-----------·----.J--------·J
..

~

jj

:

We can ma~e your event a success by'~_p roviding
/

conv~nience, _
c omfort, service and economy with
arrangements tailored to,fit your exact needs.
,_

(

· Find ouf what.we have to offer - You will be surprised ! !

I
I
I -Notre Dame ••••••• ~.... vs. Tulane ••••••••• .., ••••• I
·I Texa~ •••••••.••-......... vs. TCU •.••••••••••••••• I
·1 Harvard ..... , •• , • , • • • • • • • vs.. Brown • • . • • • • • .. .. • • • • • I
_1 Nebraska ••••••••• , •• , • vs. Kansas State .•••• , , ••
.I _
. TIE BREAKER
_I
I -Florida ••••••••• ,., •••• -. vs. Kent~cky ••••• , •••••• I
f Name .................... Phone ·....•••••••••••••• • I
I Address •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , • I
L

f-

CALL TODAY OR STOP IN

DeSoto Ha11·
Anthony Kas~ey, Manager

4100 Fletcher Avenue

Tampa, Florida 33612

'

(813) 971-8534

\
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SAVE.!!
On Portable Typewriters

Suggestions
about Senate
welcome d

Course changes
teaching method_
By ED CONWAY
Oracle Staff Writer

The USF Senate's Constitution Committee is open for
•
I
•
regardmg
any suggestions
forms of government applicable to the university.

used in science education.
These modular ·courses will be
contained in small ' packages
including estimates of length
of time required to complete
each course, an analysis of
teaching behavior and a description of the course's content. ·

Mini-courses, an innovation
used by the College of EducaC o m in i t t e e chairman
tion, might represent a drasCharles P"ayne, associate professor of engineering, said
tic departure from traditional
Regular 54.50
suggestions, as presented by
methods of educational psystudent senator Mark Levine,
chology and provide time for
include maintaining the status
interns to become better acquo; forming the senate into
The mini-courses pertain to ,
quainted with the realities of
· basic educational subjects but
two groups: faculty-student
education.
and Career Service - adminwill, if plans are realized, also
James Dickinson, associate include · studies of language
istrative and professional;
professor of educa,tion and characteristics of ghetto chiland two · forms of separating
chairman of a College of Edu- dren, application of nonthe present assembly into
.wtion research subcommit- narrated films to classroom
three groups, one form altee, said the undergraduate situations, and the handling of
for each group to send
lowing
• Model 31
core course, EDF 305, Human aggressive behavior.
representanon-voting
two
• Carrying Case
Development and Learning,. is
tives to the other two groups
• 5-year Warranty
a trend away from convenand one form not providing
Dickinson said students entional educational psychology
this representation.
for
should be
which involved adolescent de- rolled in EDF 305
Payne said the present sen; elopment and toward a more particularly suited to the Colate has " come a long way in
inten~e focus on learning and lege of Education's continuous
the past two years, from a
teaching behavior, "to teach internship program. This prorubber stamp under John
kids how to pei,form teacher gram extends over five quarbalance
Ecological
(USF president emeriAllen
uses
aiso
course
The
tasks."
ters during which the stu- .
One da! USF woke up to find that mosquitoes distant - and then the only reality was a dog, tus) to an assembly that has a
video tapes and other .modern
_ definite amount of say in how'
dents, by , spending time in and muggmess· were gone . . . and suddenly the a tree . : . you and me.
techniques, Dickinson said.
.
so
seemed
classrooms
air-conditioned
of
thought
the University is operated,"
USF,
from
away
classrooms
Regular 169.50
DONALD LANTZ, professor become acquainted with the
but that the senate still often
of education, said plans call
discusses matters that pertain
"realities of teaching" early
to only one university segfor basing EDF 305 on the use
ment.
of limited objective mini- in their college careers. By L
courses similar to courses completing the mini-courses,
Levine said he favors smalT
these students can tailorassemblies because "th e
make EDF 305 to suit their
smaller the group, the easier
and finish it in
own ·needs
it is to get it together."
I
'
• Modet 110
their own time.
Returns
Committee member Patri• Steel Carrying Case
ings last year. It consists of 22 tiveness, not popularity".
By VALERIE ~ICKSTROM
in
Oakes, secretary, said,
cia
expect
Warranty
• 5-year
" Ordinarily you'd
"THERE IS PRESSURE though, "The day the Senate
which attempt to
questions
Oracle staff Writer
I
1
the course to be completed at
A manda tory, systematic evaluate student characteris- throughout the country for an splits in to three groups will be
On fampus
the end of the quarter," Di<;k- form of teacher evaluation is tics, the course described, and effective teacher evaluation ~ sad day for U~f, especially
inson said, "bu_t we wanted to being completed by the Office the instructor_ It was com- and in our method, student m regard to dealmg as a unitNOV.19120,2 1
pleted following work by both evaluation is given impor- ed university with the people
construct it so the student of Evaluation Services to
the Office of Evaluation Ser- tance", Riggs concluded.
Reof
Board
in Tallahassee."
won 't be dependent on the in- comply w~th a
The total teacher evaluation
gents request th~ state-wide vices (OES) and SG Secretary
Payne said the committee
structor and can work on the teacher· evaluation be institut- of Academic Affairs,_ Joe will include adm4listrative,
attempt to obtain individwill
·
evaluation,
course for two years while in ed in January or no later than Forbes.
peer
and
student,
t
regarding the senviews
ual
adminisbe
will
form
The
said.
Riggs
1972.
of
also
March
will
the internship. This
anyone wishing
that
and
ate
perall
of
" The new set of in strum en ts tered to the classes·
Commenting 0n the evalua- to submit a suggestion should
provide instructors with free
teachUniversity
the
in
sons
have devised will be used
tion program, Caldwell added,
time they can use in supervis- we
by mail in Engiin official evaluation of teach- ing positions during the latter "Our biggest hope is that stu- contact him
107.
neering
Tutoring School
/_ng interns."
ing competence," Dr Edward part of the quarter, probably dents will not mark inapproCaldwell, director of Evalua- the eighth or ninth weeks.
priate characteristics, but will
Preparation
G.R.E.
"However," he said, "we're
Offers:
d
n
i
f
WILL
STUDENTS
Unlike previous years when try to be honest - the pro- going to have to make some
20 hours of instruction
tion Services, said. "Eventu$100.00 tuiti_on, Books extra
other new features in EDF ally we will use th is rating to evaluation questionnaires were gram's success depends on a quick decisions about this so
305, Dickinson said, including determine tenure, salary, and a d m i n i s t e r e d by teach- sincere refelction of student we'd better receive these
501 S. Dale Mabry
opinions as soon as possible."
the way it is conducted. "I'd ' promotion ; perhaps as early ers and often ncit in secrecy, judgement."
this year's evaluation will ·be
Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521
year."
academic
1972-73
the
as
suspect there is no unanimity
THE INSTRUMENT Cald- proctored by class students,
about how the course is con- well refers to is a new compu- placed in sealed envelopes
ducted," he said, ' \we try to terized form which resembles and compiled by·O]!:S.
I
use different instrucition tech- that used in experimental ratTHE FINAL R~SULTS will
' ni'q~es to · te~ch ) different
published in booklet foi'm
be
CLEARANCE-SALE:
things. However, 'most secat the end of each academic
Records• Tape
Players
year by SG and will ·describe
GIBBONS AIDS VOTE DRIVE
tions aren't graded on the
the course, teaching methods,
Rep. Sam Gibbons (D) is worklng with USF SG in setting
curve and we're trying to
and teacher evaluation.
up a rock concert at Curtis Hixon Hall in Tampa to register 18identify criteria which the stu"What we1are doing, in ef- 21-year-olds to vote.
3809 S. Dale Mabry
dent must pass to successfully
fect, is to improve the student
Call Tampa
complete the course. We also
grapevine", Caldwell said. He
SMITH GETS REPRIMAND
839-9526
said the USF method will be
have daily testing and quizzJeff Smith, SG president, received his letter of reprimand
A cross Fmm
A semester in Hong Kong much more effe¢tive than for the violation of the non-visitation policy. The letter warned
ing rather than examinaBritton Plaza
$2,150 or Vienna for $1,900 some of those employed by of the consequences of further violations of the policy.
for
tions."
is offered to USF students by other universities, because "it
"Due to the orderliness and maturity of the offe.nse, any_
Dickinson said EDF 305 is Beaver and Franklin-Marshall is a concentrated _effort for stronger action would have been unjust," Smith said.
objective evaluation ; courses Colleges.
under evaluation by various
F~ORllrA CENTER FOR THE ARTS
e
receive a rating based on
d
u
1
will
c
n
i
The semesters
SG MEETING CHANGE
on-campus groups and there transportation,
FILM ART SERI.ES PRESENTS:
orienta tion, a class average, not the opinSG legislature will meet tonight at 7:30. instead of their regis no plan "to· push the Col- tuition and room and board ions of two or . three persons
Thursday date. The change is because legislators will host
lege of Education in any one and are operated from -Janu- who may havr personal preju- ular
for the Hillsborough County delegation to the Florida
dinner
a
dices against the instructor."
direction regarding further ary until April for Hong Kong
More than 80 persons are expected to attend
legislature.
state
"We are -approaching this
implementation of the meth- and May for Vienna.
affair.
tie
and
coat
the
The New College of the Chi 0 with sensible cautiousness",
.
.
ods to be used in this course." nese University of Hong Dr. Carl Riggs, vice president
MORE MAR-JO MONEY
Kong, the University of Vien- for Academic Affair;s, said.
Affairs Robert Sechen announced
Resident
of
Secretary
na and the Austro-American " We are trying .to develop a
refunded to students involved. in
been
has
$300
that
Thursday
Institute of Education are co, teacher evaluation system
housing development. Sechen
Mar-Jo
with
conflicts
housing
but
~tudents,
cludes
n
i,
which
operating in offering the serefunded to USF students via
been
now
has
mesters which are open to depends on student objectivi- said a total of $650
Robert Shevin.
Gen.
y.
t
At_
to
assistant
Bennett,
Earle
juniors with the consent of ty. We hope that the students
.~
- .,..
will rate teachers on effecdeans and faculty advis~rs.
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
Richard Merrick was elected chairman of the SG Elections
Co:,;nmittee during the legislature meeting Thursday. Also ap- ,
proved to serve on the committee were Rick Kubach, Robert
Sechen, and Robert Kurlich.

OLIVETTI-LETTERA

3995

Only!

SCM-Smith-Corona ·
Electric

Only!

Revised evaluation system
to rate teaching competence

13950

EYES of HELL

MANY OTHER SAYINGS ON PORTABLES

!e1'ftt

NATIONWIDE .
B.USINESS MACHINES INC.
4043 W. KENNEDY
1 block east of Lois

SGn ews

Tape City

877-1968

MON.-FRI. 8:30 TO 6:00 P~M.
SAT. 10:00 TO 3:oo·

Education
offered in
East, Europe

Tapes - Stereos

THE FILM CLASSICS
,.
OF.

Tortured
for Christ!

ROUBEN
MAMOU LIAN

:November 10
~

Milan Haimovici
Lutheran
pastor Milan· Haimo-

''LOVE ME -TONIGHT!''
(1932)
STARS MAURICE CHEVALIER AND JEANETTE MacDONALD
_ November 10 at 7:30 p.m. - LAN 103 -Admission 50c
Advance Tickets at the Theatre Box Office l: 15-4:30 p :m.

*****

In a (:an-You-Top-This fashion, Mamoulian reprises all that film making
had learned uRto 1932 and pushes the musical genre up twenty years
before its time.

''DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE''
(1931)
STARS F~EDRIC MARCH AND MIRIAM HOPKINS
November l Oat 9:30 p.m.• LAN 103 - Admission $ 1.00
Advance Tickets at the Theatre -Box Office l: 15-4:30 p.m.

*****
almost all prints oHhis film

were lost. It is availDue to studio conflicts,
Academy Award for
an
won
March
years.
many
in
able for the first time
hi_s performance. Mamoulian's cinematography, his use of light and sound
has been praised by critics· for the post 40 ·years.

vici spent eight years in Romanian jails passing through
indescribable tortures. The
Communists placed him barefoot on burning coals. He was
savagely bei'! ten in the _groin
and made to empty barrels
fi lled with the human waste of
thousands of prisoners with his
· own hands, However, his faith
withstood all these tria ls. Even
Com mun ist officers as they
spoke later about' it, were filled
with - such respect that they
!oak.off their hats when speaking about this living saint.
Thousands of · Christian prisoners died in Romanian Communist jails. A complete account of t~e ir courageous faith
and stand for the Lord is conta·ined in the book TORTURED
FOR CHRIST, by Rev. Richard
Wurmbrand, a bestseller in 25
languages.

DON'T FORGET!
'70
'70
170

Be_interested in the plight
of our persecuted brethre
behind the Iron and Bamboo Curtains. You can help!
Mail coupon for the book,
"Tortured for Christ'! by
Rev. Richard Wurmbrand.

VOLKSWAGEN 1131 Sedan, radio, heater,$)
•
blue with leatherette interior, 'stock#1485

I
f
f

'--------~---J
I

□ "Tortured

for Christ"

- ;j

11:30 to 1:30
Only soc Call 988-6487

Fastback, radio, heator,
VOLKSWAGEN
red finish with· leatherette interior, stock
# 1232 •..• , • • ••••••••••••.•.•••• •• ••.. , •

777- - - - - - - 1i
I
ICily
Thank You.

Baptist Student Center

VOLKSWAGEN 2211 7 passen~er,

- - -.... -~
ORlll07l I
VOICE OF THE MARTYRS
IL"c,;p-;:d~i/to;-"'
CA 91209 U.S.A.
Glendale,
11,
i P.O.Box

Zip
I Stale
I Mail coupon for FREE book

$)997

'70 # 1668 ···-· · ·········· .. ••• •·••• •••••••• • 797
'69 heater, red fm1sh, stock # 88671 • • • • ••radio,$2297
•• • • • '
$) 697
3111
'69

1109 E. Chevy Chase Dr., Glendale
Telephone: (213) 247-3711

I"Remember them tha t are in bonds''

$2797
$2397

VOLKSWAGEN Bu~ 2211 7 passenger, radio,
heater, blue finish, stock #1608 ••·•••••···
VOLKSWAGEN 3613 Square back, automatic
transmission, leatherette interior, blue iinish,
radio, heater, rock on top, balance of factory
warranty, stock # 150/ •••. ·• •·•••·••·•···
VOLKSWAGEN 3113 · Fa,tback. Automatic
transmission, red finish with white leatherette
interior, , balance of factory warranty, stock

Lunch Serv~d Every Thursday
atthe

Complete ineof 1971 Newand UsedVolkswagensinstoc
Super Beetles, Pella Fast backs, Squarebacks, Kampers1
.
Buses, Komb is, Ghios, IV Sedans & Wa ol1s.

ORACLE
CLASSIFIEDS
SELLI T
FAST!

I
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Regent dims visitation hopes'
"Now is not the time to but stated that more restric.. hope for a dramatic change in, tive measures are dictated by
~- present visitation policies," the tiines ·and the tempe'r of
,,''visiting Regent E. W. Hopkins the people .. ''.The Board ·of Re·. told studez:its in the :F)reside . gents has many bosses," he
said.
Lounge last _Tbursday.
Visitation was about all that
·' -was discussed in the first half
·-<- of his visit with students. He
''' 'cited the fact that the public
:, 'misunderstands the issue of
- visitation and that all kinds of
··pressures were on his group
_., 'to do something. He said the
·•:reason the policy was enacted
·;_was "because something had
· lo be done in this area."
11,

GOING TO another issue af-

fecting many students, Smith again cited the lack of funds of the students there. They
·called his · presentation evaasked about the possibility of or I!ersonnel. ·
Inter-Fraternity C o u n c i l , sive and thought he was
hiring counselors full-time,
rather than I!ortioning -the · Pres. Jim Crotty asked about poorly informed about USF
duty to professors who ~e not on-campus fraternity houses. and colleges in general.
SG Sen. Ken Richter said,
really trained adequately for The regent's reply was that
the job. Hopkins agreed on the space available on cam- "As far as visitation is conthe need for such things, but ·pus was limited' and the whole cerned, he gave no logical ra· matter ·would merit -more .ti on ale for it-" Students ;who
, study. He ·thought it might be had been in the meeting with
, · a good idea if properly car- Regent J. J. Daniels in Octoried out. .
ber cited a similar lack of inReactions to the regent formation and evasiveness in
wei;e oonsistent among many answering student questions.

-USF women want

t

HOPKINS VIEWED coming
1,to college as a dramatic
.:i, change in lifestyle. He also re-£ vealed that he had suggested
~'•putting an end to visitation for
: ,the purpose of forcing'a policy
decision about a month before
_Regent Elizabeth Kovachev' . ich made her famous speech
1 •in which she labeled
dormi, tories "taxpayer's wh~rehous.. es."
SG Pres. Jeff Smith said,
' however, "Freshmen are ma,:'·ture and responsible people."
:He seemed to feel that fresh::· men should be put in a posi.,_, tion -0f \making it or ·not mak'? ing it without so much interference from external groups.
: •.- Other arguments w e r e
~ raised on the 18-year-old vote
, -and other factors pertinent to
the maturity
of freshmen.
--.
Hopkms agreed that the
·arguments against the present
-C ·visitation policy were sound,

....

on-campus day_, care

Regent E. W. Hopkins (right)

• • •

and USF President Cecil Maekey discnss visitation policy
with students.

:."-'

:; USF and county to-unite
anti-pollution efforts\ '

·t

;,

USF geography professor data to complete such a re- group recently.
.Dr. Stuart C. Rothwell and port. The data includes a map
More important,I perhaps, is
., ·seven of his students are pinpointing people 1as pollution the claim by Rothwell that his
doing something in the fight sources based on the amount group has saved the county up
--·. for pollution control. .
of people and cars in a given to $10,000, which is an amount
:, Their efforts consist of com- area.
it doesn't have. This study is
•·:· piling data for the County Polto be instrumental in deter.lution Control Commission in
Dr. Rothwell is pleased with mining air quality standards
· preparation of a report enti- the work of his students. by the Environmental Protec- tied "Air_Pollution Emission Their work, according to tion·Agency.
Inventory for Hillsborough Rothwell, is the "unexciting, · Ulfimately, R o t h we l l's
County."
necessary part . behind the group plans to do a study on
According ·to Albert Shaw, ecological problems." His at- the effects of weather in movthe commission's ·environmen- titude · reflects ·that of Assis- ing pollution. The work altal speciroist, witlfounh'lf stfl.- ·"-tant - if.s: · Distfrcr 'Attorney read.)!'. done might-;possibly be
dents' help, his commission Oscar Blasingame who spoke used in city and county plancould not assemble enough before USF's Environment '70 ning i,n the future.

•

Students receive credit
by exper,~nc,ng London I

,,,

•

By JOE GUIDRY
Oracle Staff Writer

};

For 35 USF students, Quarter 4 was not the average university routine of classes and
";!·homework; these students had
the city of London as their
curriculum.
The students, 20 undergra~
',..-duates and 15 graduates, par., ticipated in the College of
.r: Education's academic pro' gram "London, England apd
the Continent: A Study of
Education, Guidance, and the
Urban Environment.;' Dr.
:-: .. Robert Shannon was the di·(] reeling professor for the ·un~·i··dergraduate students, Prof.
Coleen M. Story for the gradu-.--=- ate students. The students re1 ceived academic credit in the
~ program.
'
Shannon said the goal of the
program, was to "demonstrate
" what higher education can be;
,c

-~

\----------~

!

l

I
~

~

I

"You had to experience to know what it's
like. It's learning by experience, by living."

1----------~

students escaped from the
' '~campus and had the world as
, their cu·rriculum, they studied
\ the culture of a country."
l "It was a phenomenal
· jl
4 event," Shannon said and participating undergraduate stul dents, Dene Schwartz and
:, Skeeter Behrens, were just as
i enthusiastic. Both said, " It
t
changed my life."
J.
The ~students stayed at the
! .._London· School of Economics
- ·dormitories. The first three
weeks the students went on
~ different-tours of the city. The
, next three weeks the students
• worked on individual projects.
The weekends were free for
travel.
•
During the tours of the city,
• the acti viti~s ranged fro in a
, visit to Parliament where a
, member discussed e·v e n t s
~ with the students, to a visit to
, one of London's "New
1 Towns," self-contained town
'· constructed to help solve
, urban problems.
!~ During• their stay students

f

y

,,

•

I

also had the opportunity to at- the British hospitality and
tend plays, visit Hyde Park's how friendly they treated her
Spea~er's corner, where any- and the students.
one can stand on a soapoox
Behrens noted that one
and voice his opinions, wan- quarter of London was parks:
der through one of London's "You don't feel city pressure
many museums, or go to Scot- because the city is so green,
land on a weekend.
The · student projects during
the second three wei;ks cen"Students escaped
tered primarily on educational studies. The graduate stufrom . the · campus and .
dents' projects were conhad
the world as their
cerned with the guidance
counseling in the English
curriculum; they studschools. The undergraduates ·
ied the culture of a
picked their own projects
country."
which ranged from r,esearch·
on the many newspapers in
London to studjes of the infant
schools,. where children study
there are parks everywhere."
whatever interests them.
At the end of. the six weeks
Behrens' project was to
the
students made a report on
study the juvenile courts. He
found the courts much more their projects which deter"people • oriented" t h a n, mined their grade. They then
"crime-oriented" and very had two free weeks· in which.
concerned with understanding they cotlld do · as they plea'sed
the problems of a child rather before · flying home from
Rome. A tour was offered to
than punishing him.
· "There's a lot of experimen~ those who·w·anteil it but many
ting in 'England to get rid of students. chose to see Europe
the penal inst it u ti on s." on their own. ·' · · ·
Both i3eh.rens and. Schwartz
Behrens said, '-'They work to
solve the problems of the thought ,the experience of living in · London · had · helped
·criminal." · -· · ·
Ilene Schy;artz studied the their educations :more . than
theater_ for · her project. She · any class ever had.
"You had to experience it to
said London had theaters "everyv,here" and· even held free know ~vhcit it's like," ·Behrens
outdoor plays in Regents' said. "It's learning by experipark. ' '. Plays are much-more: ence,' ·by' living. The feeling
of an event.- there," she said,. you get from the trip will be
"they,'re as popular as . foot- with you forever."
ball."
Mrs. Story said the graduate students' projects on guidance showed that the English
stress vocational guidance
&
much more than the United
States does. "Only 10 per cent
of the British go to college so
they have aecomplished much
more in the field of ,·ocational guidance," she said.
,
In his overall view of London, Shannon was most impressed _with the. emphasis on
the arts. "They have more art
teachers than coaches," he
said. "People are a 1 s o
constantly reading t h e r e.
They're knowledgeable on almost everything, and have a
giant vocabulary."
907 EAST 129th AVE. ·
Mrs'. St~ry was pt ased with

LUTZ PAINT

BODY SHOP

Yale University has expanded its facilities . Children from
their early months to 12 years
of age attend centers on a
flexible schedule suitable to
the needs of the children and
parents.
"Demonstration schools and
the like are proh'ibited on university campuses by law,"
said Linda Erickson, assistant
to Dr. Fisher. "There is a
need to find a generally accepted location off-campus to
operate exclusively for USF
staff and students. A day care
center would enable more
women to register at USF. I
feel that for the University to
take an active role in attempt- .
ing to help problems associated with child care is not a
luxury in this day and age,
but a -necessity," Miss Erickson said.
Mrs. McCormick urges that
interested students immediately contact the Presidential
Committee for the Status of
Women on the USF campus at
ext. '2678 between the hours of
2 and 5 p.m. Also, a note may
be dropped at LanguageLiterature 363.

STUDYING THE valuable
aspects of day care centers,
Dr. Margaret Fisher, assistant to the vice president for
Student Affairs, said "There's
a certain social gain one gets
out of a child care center."
The immediate possibilities of
a center, reports Dr. Fisher,
would lie a private organization such as a church or community center, a cooperative,
a professional corporation, or
off-campus facilties developed
byUSF.
Day care center facilities
have been accepted and prosperous at many colleges
throughout the country, Mrs.
McCormick said.
·
1,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;
Indiana University's first ·
cooperative day care center
was initiated in the summer
of 1969. Two additional cenReturns
ters have emerged from the
in
project.
LOS ANGELES UNIVERSITY allocated $3,000 for renovation of a building for day
care means.

EYES of HELL
On Campus

'

NOV.19,20,21

~~ Th4DING

~

\

Special U.S.F. Bus. :
Nov. 20 Full Day Tour·
Adults $]4.00 I

Children $]2~00

lncludQs: Round trip transportation from University to Walt Disney

r.• ·

The Status of Women Committee, studying all aspects of
women on campus, has initiated a plan for a Universityoriented child day care 1center.
Reactions to the proposal
from staff and ~acuity are
·being analyzed by the Status
of Women C-01nmittee members, but according to Marijo
McCormick, a member of the
committee, student reactions
are requested soon.

'WALT DISNEY WORLD

1
World
Tickets for 9 attractions
Admission to Magic Kingdom Theme Park
· Unlimited use WOW transportation system

Rese~vations #974-2695
, ADM,#102

AMERICAN OVERSEAS TRAVEL CORPORATION
In Co-operation with Greyhound Highway T~urs.

THE Ii-FASHiON
STORE

ftORTHGATE·SHOPPING CENTER {. WESTSHORE PLAZA
DOWNTOWN: 70S FRANKLIN ST.
BRlnON PWA SHOPPING CENTER

''VEST:DRESS''

WATER BEDS
KING SIZE

$25

20 YR. GUARANTEE

CANDLES
CUSTOM LEATl:IER WORK
OBJECT D'ART
FROM
AFRICA & THE ORIENT
PIPES & PAPERS
1550 FOWLER AVE. PH. 933-4552

Tanya has a

little problem .

I

SUDDENLY
IT'S YOURS!
THE BLUE HOU~
STARTS FRIDAY

•
''INVEST IN FASHION ..."
WITH AF ASHIONABLE KNIT
OF '.EASY CARE
:VIRGIN WOOL·AND ACETATE
-JR. SIZES - $1599
i
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Appointm.ent list

Disney World opens

·t

Young and old llock to Florida,'s Magic Kingdorri

sh.Jdents who w ill have 135 passing hr s. at the

November 15; Seniors ONLY -

,,

.

e nd of Quarter 1, 1971 ~72, will be allowed to register on this day from 8:30 a m •
.(: 30 pm, according to the follow i ng breakdown:
2:00 pm
L
2:JO pm
A
12:JO pm
M
4:30 pm
B
3:00 pm
N-O
11 :30 a m
C
3:30 pm
p
11:00 am
D
9:30 am
Q-R
8:30 am
E-F
9:00 am
s
1:00 pm
G
1:30 pm
T-V
10:30 am
H

-formed and at the front of it world is by way of a boat ride with six separate rooms pays
By TERRY VICK
Oracle Staff Wriler
prances Mickey and all his through the land of the little ·homage to this great novei.
THE HALL OF Presidents
By this time young people. Every part of the
friends.
Ever wish you were a kid
found in Liberty Square .
is
and
pastels
in
shown
is
world
.
~ and old alike. are joining in
again?
president is a moveable
Each
with
backed
cloth
airy
light
the
in
truly
is
.
everyone
:and
Walt Disney (or should I
12 noon
.
w-z
10:00 am
,
l•K
wax figure with expressions
gay, fast music. .
world of Disney.
November 16-19: All other continuing students (undergraduates and graduates) say Dizzy) World brings out
appointment t ime i s determined by t he first two letters of the last name.
The Mickey Mouse Review and hand movements, a truly
1:00 pm
F
11-·19
KF-KN
9:30am
T
11-16
AA - Al
the kid in all of us. The DisTHE HUB OF "The can also be found in this part patriotic exhibit
9:00 a m
W
11 • 17
KO. KZ
4:00 pm
T
11 • 16
AJ • AL
ney fantasy mood hits and Wonderful World of Color" is
11 :00 am
F
,. Tl -19
LA. LB
2:30 pm
•R
11 • 18
AM • AN
From Liberty Square, the
l :30 pm
F
11 -19
12:00 noon LC - LI
F
11 • 19
AO· AU
then on·the mind is com- Cinderella's · Castle. It is a of town. It is remembrances
from
1: 30 pm
W
11-17
LJ-LZ
3:30pm
R
11-18
AV-BA
Swiss Skyride wisks you
Old
the
in
debut
Mickey's
of
10 :3Q am
pletely taken ove_r.
W
11 • 17
MA-MB
3:00 pm
R
Tl · 18
.BB. BE
daintily desigped .blue castle movies and brings his growth over to the Land of Tomer:
8:JOam
W
11 - 17
MC-MD
11 : 30am
R
. 11-18
BF-BL
2:00 pm
T
11 -16
ME. Ml
3:00 am
W
11 • 17
BO - BQ
IT FIRST HITS you when with the 200 foot high walls up to date.
·
row. Although this portion is
11 :30am.
W
11-17 "
MJ·MO
10:00 a m
W
11 - 17
BR - BS
lined in mosaics.
3:00 pm . ygu decide to ,go and you'll do
T
11 • 16
MP· NE
11 :00 am
R
11 • 18
BT- BZ
Land. brings you not completed, the Grand
Adventure
9:00 pm
T
11 • 16
NF -OL
TT :00 am
T
11 • 16
CA - CB
anything to get there. When
Disney World is made up of back to the Swiss Family Prix Race track; composed of
3:30 pm
W
11 • 17
12:00 noon ON· PA.
T
11 • 16
cc· CL
1,:JO pm
T
11 • 16
10:00 am . PB· PH
F
11 -19
CM - co
all
it's
it,
make
finally
you
six Lands. Fantasy Lancl Robinson and their struggle 30 race1;ars all., in!livjdually .
8:30am
R
11- 18
Pl-PO
9:30am
F
11-19
CP-CZ
12: 30 pm
W
Jl • 17
right there, just like Disney shows you just how .small the for life. A huge tree house made with seven hbrsepo:Ver
PP. RA
2:00 pm
R
11 • 18
DA - DD
12:30pm
R
11-18
RB-RH
11:00am
W
11•17
DE-DI
said it would be.
11 :30am
T
11 -16
RI-RO
9:00am
F
11-19
DJ-DU
4:00 pm
F
11 • 19
RP·· RZ
2:00 am
F
11 -19
DV - EM
You hop a monorail which
3 :J0 .pm
F
11- 19
SA-SC
9:JO am
R
11-18
EN - FD
3:00 pm
F
11 · -19
SD --SH
2:30 pm
F
11. 19
FE - Fl
wisks you up and away from
10:00 a m
T
ll •16
SI -SM
12:30 pm
F
Jl · 19
FJ -FR
the world of reality to a fanta10:00am
R
SN-SR -· 11 - 18
11 :30am
F
11-19
FS•GA
10:30 am
R
11 • 18
SS • SU
10:30 am
F
11 • 19
GB. GL
sy land of cartoon romance.
9 :30 am
W
Tl • 17
sv · TE
l :00 pm
T
11 - 16
GM. GO
8:30am
F
11-19
TF-TO
3:30pm
T
11- 16
GP-GR
Entering Main Street, visi1:00pm
R
11-18
TP • UZ
2:30pm
T
11-16
GS-HA
are gra ted by an array
tors
1:30pm
R
11-18
VA-VZ
:30pm.
1
T
11-16
.
HB-HE
12:00 noon
R
11 -18
12 :00 noon WA - WB
W
11 -17
HF. HM
oking shops linauthenti~
of
4:00 pm
W
11 • 17
WC· WG
8:30 am
T
TT • 16
HN • HO
2:30pm
W
11 - 17
WH-WI
2:00pm
W
11•17
HP•JA
ing the sidewalk. Then from
9:00am
R
11 - 18
WJ-Yl'f
1:00pm
W
11-17
JB•JO
out of nowhere you hear the
4:00pm
R
11-18
YO-ll
10:30am
T
11•16
JP-KE
time brass of a banci. A parade has
any
r~ister
NOTE : Students who do not fQJlow the above schedule may
time during scheduled registration.

engines and fiberglass frames
costing ~6,000 a piece is finished. Also in Tomorrow Land
are replicas of real submar•
ines. Though miniature in
size, they operate alone on
track.
Another exciting aspect of
Disn~y world is the different
water cruises. The Jungle
Cruse is an adventure down
·the Nile River in Africa. Cornplete with elephants giving
themselves baths to the . 6-inch
wing spread of the giant butterfly. The old:tirne'steamboat

a

"!

. ,

chugging down the river dodgJ
· ing the Indians and the tree;
. branches at every turn should:
-~
not be missed.
·•
ANOTHER EX C IT I N fr.
STOP is the Haunted House irj;
Adventure Land. Here you'
enter .the han,g-out of all th_,
spooks you have ever irnag,
ined. A host shows you around
the house and you even get to
• meet a ghost!
· The late Walt Disney's
im_agination · has once agai~brotigqt a ·d ream come true:·

\

after their appointment

Marchers protest ~ar
continued from page 1
done because · you were a
"gook," and they are taught
to hate all "gooks." "Don't let
your son become a butcher or
a corpse," the Veteran's leaflet prdclaim,ed, and asked for
an end to-the war.
At the rally, Scott Camile,
regional coordinator for the
VVAW, played a tape reporteqly of an Army surgeon Prisoner of War who urged an end
to the war, and to the shame
the war had put upon the flag
he had served.

In the most moving speech
of the day, Job Hobbs, a USF
wheelchair student, v o i c e
trembled with anger as he demanded an end to the war,
Hobb's face was coated with
"war paint," which. he said
symbolized there "would be
no peace at horhe; until ther_e
is peace in Vietnam."
OTHA FAVORS, black
Tampa militant, explained
why he opposed school integration. Integration interferes with b 1 a ck selfdetermination; according., to
Favors.

•
1n

Asia

Mrs. Ruth Colby, a national
coordinator &Pf the N'.1ti?nal
Peace Actffih C o a 1 1 t 1 o n
(NPAC), condemned President Nixon for his policy in
Southeast Asia and the wageprice freeze.
The only incident which
marred the otherwise troublefree event, was the arrest
earlier in the day of Pete Rooney, a USF SMC leader, for
"malicious trespassing" when
he·was passing out leaflets at
the National Guard parking
lot. He is scheduled for trial
Nov. 24.

•••

State university educators
plan creation of AFT union
.1

•

:

.

The formation of ·a stateFaculty representatives for
state universities announced wide local chapter of the
plans today to create a state- Am~rican Fed -er at ion of
wide union for faculty mem- · Teachers (AFT) in Florida. is
bers in the Florida state uni- a part. of a~ ation-wide trendtoward uniomzation of coll~ge
versity. system.

Bulletin Board notices should be sent
direct to "Director Student Publicaf ioos LAN 128" (ext. 2617) nQ later
than noon Thursday for publication the
following Wednesday.

Official Notices
Access Radio: Jack Prehle, . Head of
Security, Wed ., Nov ... J 0, 6:30 p.m. Ext.
2215.
International Ari Show: · CRT 108,
through Friday, 10 a.m .-5 p.m.

Photography Contest: Reception for

contestants at 2· p.m., Nov. 15, CTR
108. Contest exhibit Nov. 15 • Dec. 30,
CTR 108, Mon.-Fri. 10 to 5.
IBM Pink Typewriter Ribbon Spools
needed to help in the development of
mathematical concepts· in elementary
school, Send to BUS 301
Career Service Positions v.acant at
USF: Asst. Prpgra m -Dir., $61972; Cam•
pus security Pol ice Ollicers, $5,568; Internal Auditor J, $8,220{ , Personnel
Tech . Ill, S'l,180; · Sec. II, $-4,368; Computer Systems Analyst I, $8 ,220; Clerk
1, $3,492; Keypunch Operator (OPS),
$4,368; Lab Tech. I, $4,572; Custodial
Worker, $3,770; Mall Clerk I $3,588;
Stock . Clerk, $3,768. I ntf rested persons
should cootact Personnel Services, FAQ
11, Ext. 2530.
Library Hours Increased: Mon.-Frf., 8
n.m.•11 p.m.; Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; sun., _
1 p.m:-11 p.m. Reserve reading room
will be open until 1 a.m., Sun.•Thu.
Electrical Engineering Seminar: Dr.
M. Y. Hsiao, "Increasing Computer Reliability via Error CorrectJ_ng Codes/'
ENG 003, Nov. 11, 2 p.m .

Computer Research center NOii-Credit

Seminars: Job Control Language and
Error Messages and Debugging, SCA
204, Nov. 15, 17, 19, 22, 26, 29 3-5 P.m.

Physical Plant New Telephone NumI
.
ber: Ext. 2751J.
.Cooperative Education Telephone DI•
rectory Addition: FAO 125, Ext. 21 71.
Educational Resources Films Available: For use Nov. 8-12, Spring into
Ski ing, Moel Magic on Skits, Time to
Move, Reinforcement Therapy, Innocents, Languag e of Dance, Passion of
Joan of Arc, lon·izatlon Ene~gies, Saps
at Sea, Birth, Happy AdventUre, Reli•
gion in Russia, Russian Peasant Anc ient Peruvian, The -March on Washing•
ton.
Securitv Locks : for typewriters, partable desk top equipm_e nt, television sets
and larger equipment are available
through the Physical Plant locksmith.
Place requests directly with Physical
Plant contact Mr. Davis, Ext. 2511 .
Division of Sponsored Research: Nat ional Endowment for Humanitfes has
announced 1972-73 Postdoctoral Fellowships in Afro-American, American Indian, Mexican-American historical , social
and cultural studies. APPtkants mus t
have comple ted graduate work in last
five years. Contact Div. of Sponsored
Research, LAN 105.' Office -of Child Development, Research and Demonstration prioi'itie's for FY 72 and guidelines
for proposals are available In Div. of
Sponsored Research LAN 105. ·
Lost · & Found: Check at UC Service
Desk for any · ar ticles ·1ost on campus.
Dept. of Modern Languages plans to
zidd language courses in Modern Gre~
and Modern Hebrew, beginning . Qtr. II,
19n. Contact o ept . . of Modern Languages, LAN 209, or call Ext. 2547.
Planetarium-Observatory Open . Night
for faculty and staff and their fa niilies,
· Fri., Nov. 26. Planetarium demonstration a t 7:30 p.m ., a fter which observatory can be visited tor observation of
Mars and the Moon with 1he 26" telescope. Reservati0ns requested. Ext
'
·
2580.
Facully-Staff Luncheon Rescheduled:
Orlglnally ,planned for Nov. 11, changed
1o Tue., Nov. 23, noon UC 248. Senator
Louis «e la , Parte, Jr. wm &Peak. Reservations requested. Call !harry sai,.
boro, 2100, ext. 24p. ,
Disney World Bus departs ADM pa rking lot Nov. 20. Call American Overs eas Travel , E)( t. 2695, for ~information.·
Nominations for Post of Dean Of College of Language arid Literature may
be made in wr iting to the Dean of Lan:
guage-Literature Search Committee,
a nd should be sent to Dr. Gladys Kashd in, LAN 229.

Campus Date Book
'

•

•

•

I

Meeting times and places . of .or.9anizations which meet · r'egularly are pos ted
on UC Lobby Bulletin Boards.
TODAY

lnterr.ational

Opportunity

Week,

9

a .m., CTR 251 & 255.
Tune in tonight, 6:30 p.m ., to t wo...wav
radio, " Access" on WUSF-FM, 89.7.
Phone 974-221 5.

Fashion
Opportunity
International
Show, 8 p.m., CTR 248.
THURSDAY
f
International Opportunity Week, 9
a .m., CTR 251 & 255.
BIS Luncheon, noon, CTR 2.56.

Student .G Dvemment Banquet, 7 p.m.,
'
CTR 252. .
Feature Entertainment, 8 p.m., <:TR
:,._
·
,
215.
Panel Focus International Opportunity
.
Week, 8 P.m ., CTR 248.
•
· FRIDAY
9
Week,··
OpPOrtunilY
International
•
a .m. , CTR 215 & 255.
UCPC Movie, "Cactus Flower," 7 :30
,..
& 10 .p. m., t.AN 103.
lntemalional Singers, 9 p.m., Coffee
•
House.
UCPC Dance, 9 · P.m., Argos Center
231.
SATURDAY
DriVing School, noon PE Parking Lot.

Film Assoc. Movies,-7 p.m. , CTR 252.
UCPC Movie, "Cactus Flower," 7.: 30
& 10 p.m., LAN 103. ·
International Folk , Festival, , P; m.,
Gym.

SUNDAY
. Autocross, -11 a.m., PE Parking 1-,ot.
UCPC Movie, "Cactus Flower,

11

·J :30

& 10 P.m., LAN 103.

.

MONDAY

.
faculty.
According to an AFT re-.
lease· the recent actions such
as the change in tenure proce-.
dures by the Florida Board of
Regents demonstrated the
need for a strong and united
faculty organization to meet
with its employers to negoti. ate a mutually agreeable con-. .. ,,1 "
tras~- .. ,. .
At the meeting in the State
AFT office in Orlando, national and state AFT representatives were present to lay
plans for the new faculty organizatiQn. . ·

Win points
with a ..'
sp9rt~ 1·over.

TUESDAY

We7re
expeefi.og

TODAY, Nov. 10

And Piacement ·
Ttie following organizations will be in•
tervtewirig on ca mpus.· Check with Career Planning and Placement, ULI 518,
ext. 2295 -(or call 2200 for tape-recorded
schedule) for Interview locations, to
schedule appointments or toi- further in•
t
format ion..

NOVEMBERlB

'

,

Southwire _Corporation, B.S., e.e.,
E.C., M. E., Met. E., Chem. E. & BET
··.-. ·
mafors.
Goodyear Tire corp., B.A., M.A:. ., All
majors.
Atlanta Gas & light, B.A., Civ.,
Mech., & Elect. Eng. l'l'laiors.
· NOVEMBER 19
Burroughs-Welcome & Co., B.A.,
.
M.A., All majors.

-NOVEMBER 22

Comptroller of the currency, .B.A.,
Acctg., Mktg., Bus. Adm . Econ & F ine.
ma fors.
The First National Bank. of Tampa,
B.A., B.S., M.S., Bus., Bus. Adm. &
Lib. Aris ma tors .
Monsanto, M.S., B.S., Chem . E., ME.,
& IE ma jors.
·u.s. Army Recruiting, All students.

NOVEMBER 23

Metals Industries; B.S., Bus. fllng. _&
....
lndust. Syst. ma jors.
. EDUCA'J'.ION
.
NOVEMBER 18
Polk County Schools, s :A. , M.A. Dec.
~ ....
grads. All ma Jors:
Pinellas County Schools, B.A.,~. A. ,
All Ed. ma jors.
NOV.EMBER 19
.Pasco County Schools, B.A., ,.M.A.,
Elem ., Lib. , Math, Sci., lndus t-Tech. &
Early Ch ild hood ma jors.
SUMMER-SEASONAL
NOVEMBER-22
Comptroller of the Currency, Sen. &
Grad. studts., Bus .• Adm., Acc lg.,
Econ., Fine. Mktg., Bankg. & Law.
NOVEMBER 23
Dante, All sludenls.

•

fidelity i n : future!

Co-Op, Education

Career Planning .-·'

•

this March we opened another
~:: building at 9502 Flor'.da Av e
d now, we're clean .
f~;-:other ·fldelitY federa
newest location, near the
of south Florida at 2.203 F
Avenue, will be open ;or
early this fall. Yes, we re
. · and with our ste
again •• •
over the last 14 years, .
expect _great ing
A

Physical Plant Ari Show, 8 a .m.,
.
CTR 252.
Aegean sales, 9 a.m., UC Lobby. ~
BIS Luncheon, 11 :30 a. m., CTR 255, .-:
Radical Education Proiect, 7 p.m.,
LAN 115.
American Society Personnel Adm.,
7:30 P.m., CTR 158.

for'

.
E Monday, J une 28 • 1971
'THE TAMPA TRlBUN '

FidefitY-Fedeffll

Criminal Justice Educatian, 8 a ,m.,
CTR 158, 200, 251, 252 & 256.
Aegean sales, 9 a.m., UC Lobby,
Visual Arts Luncheon, 12:30 p.m.,
CTR 255.
Festival commlHee, 3 P.m., CTR 221 .
Bridge Tournament, 7 p.m., CTR 255
& 256 •.
Ethos Talent Show, 7: 30 p.m., BUS
103.
Visual Arts. 8 p.m., CTR 158.
UCPC Movie, "Time Machine," 9
.
p.m., L,IN 103.

Career Planning Conference for studen'ts .interested in Placement on CooPeratlve Education tra ining and assig n•
ments during Quarter 2 and. 3, 2 p.m.,
..
SOCl~
Monday, Nov. 15
Student Co-op Council Meet ing, 2
p.m ., FAO 100N. All co-op students' Invited to attend. Council members will
be visiting local high schools to talk to
college-bound students about Coope ra tive Education. Anv co-op student. ~ho
would like to participate conlact ·Burt
Saunders, Chairman of the Council · or
Mrs. Lentz In the Co-op Qtfice, ..
maCo-<>p Training OPportunlt ies
fors in all colleges are listed in· the
Co-op Office. Inquire in FAO 126 : cir
.
Ex;-. 2171.

I

tr~.i:(,;. . . .

(. .-''!t.J..,_ \.;"Ii,

..

. agate•
~
',tr\

No. 54217/.1-17),
Self-Wind, tnstan t Day-Date,
Bilingual Eni lish-Spanish Calendar,
229 Ft. Wate r Tested, lnternaf
Rotating Ri ng, Stain(es.s Steel;
Sienna Brown Diaf 'With Black Bezel,.
luminous, AdjuSl~ le Bracelet, $79.50

- Introduce him to the new
International Sport. Seiko.
This 17-Jeweled champion ·comes equipped wit_h
automatic self-wind, Date
calendar, elapsed timer, adjustable br.celet. And it's
water resistaot to 229 feet.
'."" at aeery sporting
_
price. ·
Seiko does ·it by making
more fine jeweled lever
watches than anyone else
in the world. By automation.
So you pay only for the
timepiece, an·d not the time
it took to make it.
See our Seiko watch collection for men today. At
our prices, you can easily
afford to look like P- sport.

SEIKO
TERRACE JEWELRY INC.
9267 N. 56th St, S.

TEMPLE TIRRACE
Jewelry & Gifts
Tomple Terrace Shopping Conler
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. ·.. and both .new addition an_d r,ar'ent company
are healthy and doing fine! Xes·, our 3rd location is
now op·en to .serve you. We're just we.st of the
University of South Florida a~ 2203 E. Fowler
Avenue, conve~ient!y loGated· in :the center of one
of Tampa's fastest growing· areas. Visiting hours
-are from_.9:3O a;m, until 2:00 p.r'n. each-weekday
and also frqm 4. to 6 p.m. on Fridays.
Come see Tam_p~'s newest additi9n!

FIDELITY FEDERAL
..

'

.

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF TAMPA

·Accounts Insured to $20,000 Member F.S.L.I.C.

,2610 W. Hillsborough Ave., Phone 872-9221
9502 Florida Ave., Phone 935-2141
2203 E. Fowler Ave., Phone 971-5050
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'Lysistrata' to ·be
up-dated,- hilarious
Patrol - headgear, • complete
with a star on the front.
As the action unfolds, Lysis"Those who are not mature
about sex should not come to trata · (Dorene· Malinowsky)
this play. They would not and other wives and lovers of
soldiers engaged .in .a bitter
enjoy it."
Does that sound like one of war, refuse sexual favors to
those stuffy -classical Greek their men and capture the naplays? Not hardly, but it is · tional" treasury until, they say,
the warning given · about the· warring nations end the
"Lysistrata" by director Ju- ·useless bloodshed.
dith Case.
By WALT STE\GLEMAN
The Oracle Activities Editor

As- you -might imagine, the
war doesn't last much longer.
"Lysistrata" will be presented· tomorrow, Friday and
Saturday evenings and Thursday, Friday and Saturday
next week. All performances
begin at 8:30 p.m. General admission . tickets ar~ $2; fulltime students may purchase
one or two tickets at $1 each.

As il that wasn't strange
enough, go-go girls and exotic
dancers have been instructing
cast members in dance numbers and strip routines.
Although the setting is ancient Greece, "Lysistrata"
has definite revelance today.
It deals with antiwar activities and womens' liberation in
its broadest sense .
.One problem arose when
The • USF Chapter of the seats only 250. Two . showings
costuming was considered.
Contrary to the stereotyped University Film Association were arranged.
toga-draped Romans, th e has been accepted as the
The film sequence is the
Greeks wore next - to • noth1
Florida
Chapte1
of
Internayoungest in the Mass Commuing - and sometimes not
, tiorial Film . and Television nications Department, and aleven that much.
"We had all kinds of prob- Students and Graduates Asso- though it is only a year old, it
lems," said costume designer c~ation, IFTSGA, Dr. David is the largest in the southeastBill Lorenzen; "our costuming Hoi;seman announced last
ern Unite_d States in the numhad · to be healthy, nonber of majors. With 55 majors
Victorian, but being very Thursday.
careful to cover up actors'
in all, 38 are_ upper division
IFTSGA is designed to let
and actresses' vital areas."
students.
students share ideas and
- Acting as atypical prop learn from each other about
"The administration has
man, Lorenzen has been busy
been extremely cooperative
films
and
about
the
member
constructing gimmicks and
and ·helpful," Horseman said,
gadgets to accentuate the countries.
"I foresee a great 'future for
story line. While searching
Tampa as a film center, proThe University Film Associ- vided that we
through old texts on Greek
continue to recivilization, Lorenzen discov- ation is the official organiza- ceive that kind of coopera•ered many contemporary par- tion. of tl1e, 1'f-ass Communica- -. fion.'' ·· ~'"
, ~ ~::.:
·,·
allels, including a Greek ·hel- tions film sequence, and remet that resembled Highway
cently started the Thursday
night ·sh01; ing of films on
campus. One purpose of this,
Horseman said, is to educate
the public to film values. "I'm
app~ed by the level of film
illiteracy on campus," he stated. The Film Association ,vill
show historic classics, contemporary films of merit, .and
Wondering what happened
foreign films.
to last Wednesday's band conHorseman notes that money cert? No; you weren't really
"stood ·up." It's just that rain
received from the movies will
and tubas don't mix.
receptions, cultural "Happen- be used for scholarships. "We
ings," international speakers, are attempting an exchange
So, USF's Concert Band Enweekend conferences, symposemble I has rescheduled its
scholarship with the Belgium
lost concert for this evening
siums, and a - model United
Film School." he said.
at 5:30. And they've even deNations.
.
I
Some problems have been cided to relocate at Argos
International Week com- encountered, one of the Center.
bines all these ideas in an ef- biggest being lack of space.
If we're lucky, arnl old Zeus
fort to bring about a -signifi- Well ,,over 300. people usually decides to pack up his thunder
cant meeting of all · nationali- attend the 35-cent movies, and bolts tonight, we'll not only be
ties on campus for the ex- last Thursday the only room in for so·me good weather, but
change of culture and friend- they could use was the Engi- also for some good music.
ship.
neering Auditorium, which Check it out.

Film society
is recognized

,.i
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perform in- ''Lysistrata" opening to- morrow evening.

International ·we8k cele·brates
[brotherhood through learning
~

.

by ELLIE SOMMER

Stoudinger (Political Science),
.Or. Mark T. Orr (International Studies), and Dr. Charles
P. Bosserman (Sociology).

International Week to a close
on Saturday night.
Oracle Activities Wriler
Various high ·school arid uni, International Week, a proversity organizations will par· g ram to increase "Internationalism" among USF stuThe Apocalypse Co ff e e ticipate in the two-part pro'dents and faculty, began Mon- House will be host to Interna- gram.
day and will continue through tional Night Friday beginning .
The, Dunedin High School
Saturday night, climaxing· at·9.
Band will open the festival
,with an International· Folk
with mqrching ,,and Scottish·
Instrumentals, singing, and da11ces.
:festival at 7:30 in the USF
·
d;mcing will highlight the se.c,gymnasium . .
ond annual International Folk . A cultural representation by ·
'. With the aid of the Overseas Festival which brings · USF's the Afro-American Society
Information Service, the USF
World Affairs Council began
an overseas information presentation Monday in UC 251
12:3 p.m. This contlnuou's-, -program of movies,
slides, speakers, and other
sources of information pertaining · to overseas work,
study, and travel will be held
daily until Friday.

agom

The USF Karate Club will
hold a demonstration of
strength and explain the Oriental arts of self-defense.
The Clearwater Dancing Co.
will perform several Spanish
dances at-the start of the program and ,vi!l perform Scottish, Russian, Italian, Austri-

'

an, and Indian dances during
the second portion.
Other nations to be represented at the Folk Festival
are: Germany, Arabia, Israel
and Cuba.
The idea for International
Week grew out of the need for
a better way to communicate
the relationship between the
United States and foreign na-tions. In the past the World
" Affairs Council has sponsored

•

Magnetic Marcel Marceau mimes Monday

' The UC Program Council is
.donating the use· of the UC
Gallery for a student and !acuity World Artifact Display,
qpen daily from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. until Friday.
' 'A Direct Representative of
the Dalia Lama of Tibet,
Thintso'. Thonden will speak
'about the religious and politi'!;al history of the exiled gov. ernment of Tibet Tuesday· at 8
p.m. in UC 248.
:~ An International Fashion
Show is scheduled for this
evening at 8 p.m. in the UC
Ballroom. Australia, Scotland,
fakistan, · Ethiopia, Greece,
permany, China, and Spain
;are among the countries to be
i"epresented by USF students.
·:The costumes are being do1
,nated by USF faculty and for;eign students.
1

_ The various aspects of In;ternationalism will be dis•cussed by USF professors
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the UC
:Ballroom. Members of the
;focus panel will be Dr. Jamil
!E, Jreisat (Political Science),
lDr. - Abdelwahab Hechmiche
~Social Scie11ce), Dr. Susan Marcel Marceau as 'Bip' the harlequin ...

i

with folk dancing and singing
will close the first part of the
program.

Ensemble
to play
•
1n Argos

Marcel Marceau~ the
world's greatest living pantomimist -who is _scheduleq 'to
appear on the USF Artist·Series at Curtis Hixon Hall Nov.
15, claims that no one can exercise an art unless-, he has an
instinctive love for it.

childhood was marked by · expressed through the art of
pantomime. He and his play- mime which, in the words of
mates played games in which
the artist, "shuns the deceitthey imitated birds, plants,
ful
phrases that raise barriers
trees, and spoke the silent
against
comprehension belanguage of fish. Marceau's
first mime company was tween men."
formed from children from
"By speaking through the
the street. "As we paraded
wall
of . languages," he conwith banners formed from tattinues, i,a mime can become
He states that he became a tered handkerchiefs," he rea brother to all the audiences
mime because, .as a child, he lates, "we were Napoleon, of the world. I have perfell in love with an art that is Robinson Crusoe, C a e s a r, formed in many
countries, be•
acknowledged to be one of the and, of course, Charlie Cha- fore audiences of many naoldest, most difficult and least plin."
tionalities. Emotion or hilarity
practiced of the performing
rises, expands and fades
media.
In 1947, Marceau created away in an iden)l_cal pattern.
his alter-ego, "Bip" with his Since I became ·a mime, I
Witli.out the benefit of props,
white painted face, his striped have found it possible to idenscenery or the spoken word,
pull-over, his tight trousers tify laughter or tears that
Marceau is acknowledged to
and his battered hat topped were specifically French or
have the ability to hold audiGerman or Canadian or
with a trembling flower. Bip, A m e r i c a n. Pantomime is,
ences all over the world enwhether as a· butterfly hunter, therefore, a universal art and
thralled for two and a half
lion-tamer, professor of bota- means of communion between
hours at a time. He claims
ny, skater, . or a guest at a all the people in the world
that he · first felt the urge to
party, is the silent witness of who crave for love and beaupursue pantomime when at
ty.''
the lives of all men, strugthe age of five his mother
gling against one handicap or
The show starts at 8:30 p.m.
took him to see his first Charanother, with joys and sor- in Curtis Hixon Main Hall. A
lie Chaplin movie .
rows as their daily compan- few tickets are still available
As a child, he haunted the ions.
in the USF Box Office at $2
movie houses in the little ·
and $1.50 for full-time stu" Pantomime offers the lan- dents. General admission
French village where he was
is $4
born, and later in Lyons and guage of the heart," says and $3 at Curtis Hixon Box
Paris while growing up. His Marceau. "Everything can be Office.
•.. and Bip, the devil-may-care aristocrat.
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y~aaahhhh!
Karate tourney Sunday
By NORMAN GOOGEL
The Orule Spart. Editor

C. L. Salter is a graduate
teaching assistant in speech
· who does a lot of karate on
the side.
An Air Force pilot for 21
years with 5,000 flying hours,
Salter was instrurnental in
making USF's karate program one of the best in the

hypnotize your opponent you freeze ·them momentarily,
Salter said.

U.S.
While 66 universities, have
karate clubs, only 12 offer
karate for academic credit.
USF is joined in ' this · elite
group by such schools _ as
UCLA, Stanford, Um~ . ,of
Penn., Temple, Columbia,, and
Univ. of So. Dakota.
Between the club and the
course, PEB 200, there are

~-------------------~

C. L. SALTER

,I Sooth Florida Sporting ·Goods I
I
,.I 9233 56th St., Temple Terrace,Fla. 33617, Ph. 988°1428
I
I
1
~

about 150 people involved in
the program, Salter said. Instruction is offered at. all levI els and- the karate course is
scheduled for the next four
I quarters.

I. NAME ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••• AGE·.
I
II ADDRESS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••..•.••• •
•
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~

I

I
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I

I
FOR
.TEAM PRICE - DISCOUNT
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I
CARD ·
·1
I
(Return ta Store)
I
I
·I
I
I
_ -ORACLE I
I "lrl Temple Terrace Shopping Center''
I

I
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On Saturday mornings from
10 to 12, the advanced members work out in the basement
of the gym. After an opening
meditation in a lotus-like position, they begin "katas," formal sequences of predetermined m o v e m e n t s. Interspersed with , "the graceful
body movements and progressions are cries and grunts of
"YAAAAHHHH." The idea of
the shout is to mesmerize or

USF's Karate Club hosts six
private clubs and univer;sities
from around Florida Sunday
Nov. 14 in a closed tournament sanctioned by the- Japan
Karate Association. Groups
participating include Univ. of
Miami, Fla. -. A.~M., Fla.
State, Fla. Presbyterian, Fort
Lauderdale (Fla. K a r at e
Academy), and West Palm
Beach.
Teruyuki Okazaki, a sixth
degree black- belt, will be one
of the chief judges of the tour,
nament. He has taught in five
different Northern schools.

Play
"Give Blood Rugby" is a traditional slogan
used by many o,ld "ruggers;"
and Eric Stamets, president of
USF's rugby club, would not
question the validity of this
statement.
Stamets, a graduate student in Phys._Ed. and an ele-

DOS

ll'rVDEif 'i'

mentary school teacher, compared the roughness of rugby
to American football:
"There seems to be less injuries in rugby even though
players don't wear pads. With
pads a guy can put more into
you. It's psychological ..•
The biggest thing is endurance ... In football it is not

APAllTM EN'T&

RBAD'F

PUT AN ORACLE
CLASSIFIED TD WORK!

!
MOW
-

Town house units with two separate
levels, a group living area 11nd your
own room for 1he private times.
. · • elose to everything• all electric
kitchen• central heat & air c_onditioning
• modem Barcelona style furnishings • wall
to wall shag earpeting • private entranceway
• two pools • a modern recreation area

DOCTORS DISCOVER H£W PILI. FOR TREATMENT OF ACHE
"This report deais with a new forrn of $Ulfur. Sulfur is probably the
safest medicine known to nian. M. Hannon found particles of
theionized or activated sulfur taken by mouth are so fino and
t inY. they c:an be absorbl!c'! rapidly from the intestine. or. Hannon
feels theionized sulfur's effectiVeneos occurs because it reacts
more rapidly to influence all organ:; including lungs, circulation,
kidneys ancl ·above all the skin. This reaction takes place because
theionized sulfur not only is rapidly concentrated in the blood but
this high blood sulfide level is carried to the skin to produce high
concentrations at the site where the aa,e begins. This ls the rea•
son theionized sulfur is so effective In pustuar ac:ne of the teen•
ager. Dr. L. O. Bulkley confirmed Dr. Hannon's findings. He
treated sixty-nine acne patients Witt, theionized sulfur analogue.
He found theionized sulfur analoguo effective tor acm> Vlhen used
alone or combined witfl other measures. The drug was mort ef•
fective for teenag<> acne whether pustular -or cystic.
AVAILABLE without a prescription ••• AKNE-!{APS only $1.6~

AVAILABLE AT BETTER DRUG COUNTERS

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
a er groups or jndividuals
ill, be introduced to potential
oommate1 by tha management.

J.

~
,.-;,...

't &i'UWWW'i9
Pi:it BH:i'
Alt'T'.Jl'7'W

I

- Christ The King
L.C.A.
11801 N. 56th St.
Worship: 8:30 A.M.
11:00 A;M . .

PHONE
911-0100

L": .~~ ~A . !!?.! 7,sgf
JUST OFF FLETCHER AVE. ON 42nd ST.

APARTMENTS ~ u

Our Redeemer

L.C.M.S.
304 Druid Hills Rd.
Worship: 10:30 A.M.

CALL 988-6139 or 988-4025 For Transportation
Watch for announcements of Lutheran Student activities

THE SHY'S THE llffllT AT -UDIUERSITY STATE :BADH !
The sky's the limit at our bank when it comes
to superb banking services and immediate
personal attention. We pride ourselves on our
ultra-modern facilities, our most convenient
location and our outstanding staff of welltrained ·and experienced people eager to assist
you and to take care of all your banking needs.
Drop in soon and see for yourself. You'll
always receive a warm welcome at . . .
-HAPPY -BANKING HEADQUARTERS.

THE BANK WITH THE PhD ([e]roud and lli]appy (Qlepositors)

UNIVERSITY
STATE BANK
.

~

. {'-

FOWLER AVE. at 30th St• P.O. Box 17744 • TAMPA, FLA. 33612•Phone 813/971-5700
Member F.D.I.C.

learning Karate by substituting sound for
sight. At left, the flying foot belong t.o Dwane
Collins, the club's main instructor.

1

Oracle Sports Editor

MAN CHA

• , . is the substitution of one sense for
another. At right, David Fisher instructs Dennis Martin (left), a blind student, who is

.. .

'GIVE BLOOD-PLAY RUGBY'_
Ruggers' meet M'iami Saturday
By NORMAN GOOGEL

LA

Synesthe sia

The tournament is at 2 p.m.
in the gym. Admission is a Sl
donation for USF students and
$2 for the general public.

necessary to be in top sh\lpe;
it's just a spurt, then a rest."
Rugby is played on a field
75 by 110 yards with goal
-posts at either end. There a:re
no time-outs and no substitutions. Each team has 15
players and there is a two or
\three minute rest between the
two forty-minute halves.
"In rugby the idea is to
make the game move," Stamets said. "You never stop to
set up a play. However, the
action is stopped during penalty situations," he said.
"In rugby, a forward pass
(only laterals are allowed) or
a "knock-on" (the player bobbles a pass) constitute penalties and the ball is put back
into play with a 'scrummage,'
"Stamets said.
The s c r u m m a g e or
"scrum-down" is one of the
most fantastic elements of a
rugby match, he said. Ten
members of each team lock
limb-to-limb, clasping each
other in any way possible, and
lean into the opposing team.
The ball is thrown into the
middle of the pile, making it a
kind of tug-of-war face-off,
and the ten players try to kick
the ball out to their teammates.

USF's Rugby Club plays it
home game against Uni-:
first
"In a scrimmage alof Miami Saturday
versity
most all manner of
Nov. 13 at 3 p.m. on USF's
physical contact is acsoccer field. The team is 2-1
ceptable. Since there is
·
for the season.
only one referee in
· Some games -scheduled inf
clµde Miami of Ohio, Univ. of
rugby, some of the
Univ. of Fla., Orlan:
Georgia,
,
players are blocked
Club, Atlanta
Rugby
·
do
from the referee's view
Rugby Club, and N. Carolina
and engage in biting
State. The team practicei?
their opponents' ears." . Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursdays at 8 p.m. on the in~
tramural football fields. Stam~
the referee's view and engage ets said that new p1ayers Mtl
in biting their opp_onents' welcome and no one is ever
cut from the team.
ears," he related.

Ru-g by • • •

rich in
tradition

"In a scrummage almost all
manner of physical contact is
acceptable. Since there is only
one referee in rugby, some of
the players are blocked from.

NCAA picks
USF to win
•
•
1ng
sw1mm

"The home team
supplies beer and
food and everyone
g et s -together at
someone's house to
sing 150 dil'ty old
E n g l i s h rugby
songs. During one
song a guy_ strips
completely nude in
the middle and everyone throws heel'
on him. Once we
sang this song in a
p u b l i c restaurant
near the Univ. of
Miami ..."

Eric Stamets, president of the Rugby Club, does not
under-emphasize the social, aspects and the rich traditions
of the sport.
· "Rugby is like an international fraternity ... Anywhere you go just tell them you're a 'rugger' and they'll
house you, feed you, and get you a game."
"Rugby is at least 50 per cent social,'' Stamets said.
One of the traditions is for the teams to clap for each
other as they enter and leave the field. Before the game the
home team· forms two lines and applauds the visitors as
they run through. Then the visitors pause, form _two lines,
and reciprocate, he said.
Players must always address the referee as "Dear Sir"
or "Sir. " If a player does not comply, he'll be thrown out of
,
the gaine immediately, he said.
Stamets said the greatest tradition of all is the proverbial beer-blast following each game.
"The home team supplies beer and food and everyone
gets together at someone's house to sing 150 dirty old En · .
lish rugby songs. During one song a guy strips completely
nude in the middle and everyone throws beer on him. Once
we sang this song in a public restaurant near the Univ. of
Miami .•. "
"It's also common to have upside-down drinking contests and pranks such as the three-man lift. In the threeman lift an unsuspectjng rookie player ends up having beer
thrown down his pants as, he is initiated into the game of
rugby."
A girl who dates rugby players is callel a "ruggerhugger." The wives and girl friends of the players usually
organize "Rugger-Htigger" clubs wherever there is a rugby
club to help raise mt:mey for the team. A Rugger Hugger
Club is currently organizing at USF, -Stamets said.
"We're trying to plan a trip to Europe, maybe jointly
with the soccer team. All we _have to do is get there. The
first team we play will pick us up at the airport - we'll be
housed and transported by each team we play - the last
team will drop us off at the airport when it's time to return
home."

USF is favored to win tlie
1971-72 NCAA college division
swimming championships, according to the official collegiate scholastic swimming
guide, published by t h e
.
NCAA.
South Florida ". . • looms
as the team to beat,'' said
staffer , Bob Hammel, who is
also sports editor of the
Bloomington, Ind., HeraldTribune.
Despite Ha m m e l's optimism, USF swimming coach,
Bob Grindey, thinks the going
· will be rough.
"The team faces the toughest schedule in its six-year
history," said Grindey, "but
I'm optimistic about our ·
potential."
Grindey said the Brahmans
are entering ~ompetition with
virtually the same team
which came in second in the
NCAA championships last
_
year.
Returning are Ricke Morehead, national champion in
the 100-yard breaststroke,
200-yard breaststroke and
200-yard individual medley; State and Miami close beJoe Lewkowicz, an all- hind."
. American in five events; allThis year's schedule, which
Americans John Fellman and
Dec. 6 at University of
starts
Herb Stevens in backstroke ;
will find the BrahGeorgia,
and Dean Hardy and John
the road for seven
on
mans
Woodward in freestyle.
meets and at home four
One of the reasons for the times.
tough schedule, Grindey said,
The schedule is: South Caris University of Florida, a
pre-season pick to be one of olina, Dec. 8; East Carolina
the top 10 teams in national and Maryland, Dec. 11; Flori•
da, Jan. 8; Miami-Dade Juncompetition.
"Florida will give · us our ior College North , Jan. 23 ;
toughest competition," he Louisiana State, Jan. 28; Tusaid. "After that, I rate Mary- lane and Air Force, Jan. 29,
land, South Carolina, Florida all away meets.

1

At home the Brahmans
meet, Vanderbilt and Denison,
Jan. 13; FSU, Feb. -5; Miami,
Feb. 12; and the Region IV
AAU championships, Feb.
19-20.
The Brahmans are also
looking forward to entering
the Independent Southern In• ·
tercollegiate championships at
Miami, Mar. 3-4, the NCAA
College Division championship
at Lexington, Va., Mar. 16-18;
and the NCAA University Di•
vision championships at West
Point, N.Y., Mar. 23-25
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Record-smashing DePieza
holds No. l spot in state

Beta teams
to collide
for title
.

~

3-B

;mile). I've run· a 4:14 mile but
I must get my time down to
4:05 or even less than four
minutes.

Led by Coswell DePieza"'s
record - breaking performance, USF took the first and ·
fifth slots on the all-state
cross coun_try team.

!

· Beta 2 East quarterback
·Bob Allen will try to"threadTwo undefeated teams, Beta the-needle ·to -receivers · Mike
2 East and ·Alpha 1 East, have Tyson, "I:ea·Horwath, and Ted
Oracle photo by John Scrivani
I • .
.been tearing up the residence Key when his team faces
'
strong Beta 1 West for ·the
hall leagues.
Beta 2 East's Bob Allen . . .
Beta League championship
Thursday.
guidance, Beta. 2 East has averaged 30 points
prepares to receive a. hike from teammate
The team's defense is
per: game and coml)iled a~ record.
Butidr "~.U.B.A.R!' Powell. Under Allen's
Cl!l·r rent Standings strengthened by John "ras"
/
Rasmussen at "m o n s t e r
GOLD LEAGUE
J-1
back" and rushers Steve
Sigma Nu
3-1
P hi Celt
Henry and Dex Kimsey, who
'
3-1
ATO
2-2
Sig EA
pressure opposing I qµarter- ·
1-2·1
TEP
'
I
backs
constantly.
.
1-3
SAE
0-:>-1
Pike
Beta 2 East may soon be
GREEN LEAGUE
Lambda Chi
4-0
challenged by neighborhood
Fiji
2·1-1
rival Alpha 1 East, in a postTKE
J-1-1
Kapp11 Sig
2-2 ,
•
I
season
match, prophesied Jim ·
Dells
1-4
ZBT
Sadowski, the Alpha team's
0-4
ANDROS LEAGUE
safety.
USF's Sports Car Club 'ing school just before a cham- and other · things along the
Theta I
J-0
, Zeta II
2·1
(USFSCC)
has two events pionship autocross so that route. They must also be pre"Our
defense
hasn't
been
Zeta I
2-2
' Lambda
1-2
scored on yet," Sadowski scheduled in a heavy weekend drivers may. try out new tech- pared to compute the total
Theta I
0-3
niques," he said.
distance of the mapped route
said. "We'vJ already beat the for sports car ent!msiasts.
ALPHA LEAGUE
1 East
6-0
Faculty
and
at the end.
we'd
like
to
play
The
130-member
USFSCC
2Ead
~
A Drivers'
to c r o s's
some of the fraternities.,,.
4 East
2-3
School, emphasizing handling competes with 12 other clubs
J East
2·3
Alpha 1 East takes on Alpha and maneuvering, -is slated in the Bay Area for · autocross
2 West
2-3
3 West
1-2-2
i3
East
today at 4 :15.
1 West
. 1-3-1
for rioon Saturday in the points. Each club sponsors
4 West
1-4-l
The Gold League is knotted- Phys. Ed. pru:king lot and Ofle or two championship auFONTANA-DE SOTO LEAGUE
Returns
- up with Sigma Nu, Phi Delt, "Championship
Fontana 3
4--0
Autocross," tocrosses. The series lasts all
Fontana 5
J-1
in
year
and
individual
and
winners
ATO
in
a
three-way
tie
Fontana 2
1-2-1
for first place. Last week Phi
are chosen at the end, Morris
Fontana 4
1-3
DeSoto 8
O-J-1
Delt spoiled · TEP's ~ances,
said.
BETA LEAGUE
Drivers Ant.ocross School
On Campus
'
2 East
5-0
14-7, and ATO stopped Sig Ep,
Another main event spon1 West
4--0
_
.
.
.
.
.
.
12.
Noon,
Nov.
13
21-7. The Sigma Nu-Pike
4 East
J-2
· NOV. 19, 20, 21
3 East
2-2
Championship Autocross .. . .. , sored often by USFSCC is the
game was rained 9ut.
4 West
1-3
Rallye. In a rallye each car
1 East
1-4
11 a.m., Nov. 14
Phi Delt and ATO played
with driver and navigator
3 West
0-5
Monday (Monday and TuesWHITE LEAGUE .
meets at a common starting
Undecided
3-0
day's games were after press
M .E.E.N.U. No. 1 '
1-2
point. Everyone is given
Chale t
0-2
time) trying to knock each one in a series of 14, is set for coded instructions in "rallye
NATIONAL LEAGUE
other out of first place. Mean- 11 a.m. Sunday at the same code," i.e., turn left at third
F aculty
5-0-1
Primos
4·1
while Sigma Nu risked its place.
opportunity, or · turn . right at
Doubles
4-2
spot - against P~e Tuesday.
Conglomerates
, 2-2-1
David
Morris,
the
clijb's
first
"T." The cars then set
Crusaders
2-3 ,
SAE is shooting to upset Phi president, said the driving out with instructions on their
M . E.E.N.U. No. 2
2-3
Dogmeat
1-4
Delt today at 4:15.
school is designed for those 60-100 mile journey.
CCCP
0-5
In the Green League, unde- who have never driven iR an
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Along the way the particiWonder Warthawgs
4•0-1
feated Lambda Chi met autocross before and for expeRejects
3-1-1
pant-s
must keep a look-out -for
Delta Sigma Pi
2-1-1
Kappa Sig Tuesday and may rienced drivers who wish to
the answers to various quesBSU
~1
have
wrapped
up
firstplace.
La Mancha Dos
2-1 l
practice.
tions which were given them
~~~
1~
Last week TKE dealt with the
Mar Jo
0-5
"We
usually
conduct
a
drivconcerning
·
signs, . billboards,
Delts, 19-13. On Thursday second place Fiji ~ti}.k1;ts Qn,. winless ZBT. :·
· ·· ·
MONOGRAMS
In the National League,
Needlepoint
Yarn & Bags
Doubles defeated Conglomerates 13-2 and M.E.E.N.U. no.
2 took Dogmeat, 14-7. Faculty
pl,. 935-8168
11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler
•risked · its per.feet record
against Primos Monday.
There were no games in the
American League last week.
Second place Rejects faced
La Mancha Dos Tuesday.
RESERVATIONS F9R. .SMALL PARTIES.
In White League -action,
When the- golf team opens M.E.E.N.U. no. 1 romped
its season Friday at Lehigh over Chalet, 33-6. Chalet chalAcres · Intercollegiate Four lenges first place Undecided
B a 11 Championships; the Thursday.
FOUNTAIN
In Fontana-DeSoto League
Brahmans will be going into
13116 FtORIDA AVE.
ROOM ,
the tournament as 'real con- action, winless DeSoto 8 bat1AMPA
· tenders," according to Wes tled to a 13-13 tie with Fon·
STA'NLEY J.
tana 2, and Fontana 5 'han· Berner, gcilf coach.
T-Et. 93S,1H6
and MARY .A. !=IJAL
dled Fontana 4, 24-7.
The team, which finished in
11 A.M. TO 11 :30 P.M. EVERY DAY
In the Andros League, all
a' tie for sixth place last year games
were rained out last
at the NCAA college division week. On Tuesday · Lambda
tournament, will face competi- played Theta II.
tion from 20 other schools in
the three day tournamel).t.
For two consecutive years
-~~LIi
USF has finished the season 1
· near the top of the NCAA col- --==~---,-~ HA MLET
0
0
lege division tournament and
~
, this year should be no exception.
"I think that our team is a
. few shots_ better than last
, but I don't think our
eason rating will be higher," Berner said.
Leading the team will be seniQrs Bob Dudley and Vince
(
Head. Both return frQm last
year's squad and are Coach
Berner's one and two men, respectively.
In order · of positions, the
rest of the team consists of
Pat Lindsy, Tom Knapp,
Brian Hawke, Jeff Abbott,
Mike Moore, John Purvis and
Lou Cyrulik.
Dec. 4-7 the Brahmans will
travel to Hollywood, Fla., for
Biscayne College Invitation
tournament and the second of
the season.
By NORMAN.GOOGEL
Oracle Sports, Editor

DePieza, undefeated in dual
meet competition, ran the
four mile coutse in 19 :53, the
course record for a collegiate
athlete. FSU's Bobby Brooks
_ finished. a close second with
19 :58.

DePIEZA

make the Olympic Team in
Trin:i.dad, his native country.

AGUILAR
CYCLE SALES

Mike Godey, the only other
USFer to make the team, fin"I'm looking forward to the
ished fifth with a ~:34.
1972 Olympics," he said.
Coswell DePieza attributes "Every meet depends on it. I
much of his success to the . want to run the 1500 meter
fact that he's been working to race . (a little less than a

Cha,ripionship ·autocross;
. '_ schoOI-slated
drivers

Tired of the

We Specialize In Choppers
N~w and ~sed
1 mile-West of 301
·on Fowler Ave.

PH •.• 986-1400

---

·same old

----~----·-

curds cind .

-=-

whey?

Au

Mr:

EYES of HELL

Get off your tuff~t. Eat at McDonald's.

, ,

on Mainstage .•.

continuing.through
Nov. 13 and Nov. 18 - 20

Aristophanes!
LYSISTRATA·

KINGCOMES TRIMMINGS

Golf team to
open season

..,,

(not advised for children!)

tickets: $1 & $2
at TAT box office
telephone: 974-2323'

FSU, Fla. /

Cliff's Notes are designed to
help you be calm, cool arid
capable in the toughest
literature courses. They're
written by experts ta give you ·
the outside-of-class help you
need to understand (and enjoy)
your reading assignments. look
them over. Your dealer has
nearly 200 titles avallable
covering the most frequently
assigned plays and novels.

USF hosts Florida State
· University • and University of
: Florida in a regatta this
weekend sponsored by the St.
Petersburg Yacht Club.
The regatta consists of
. races in the Rhodes 19 and ·
• the International 420 style
' boats. The Rhodes is a keel
. boat while the International is
Look for the Cliff's Notes "First
a centerboard boat, Miss Rice
.Aid" Station wherever books
. said.
are sold
A -Friday night skippers'
meeting kicks off the regatta
- weekend. Races begin at 9
a.m. on Saturday and Sunday,
Nov. 13 and 14, and last until
6p.m.
,

.•

Curtain 8:30 sharp

'

Reserve your tickets now at the TAT box office

··· NOW ,THRU SAT., NOV. lJ
IS GOLF YOU·RGAME?*
HOW· ABOUT TEN·NIS?·,
WILSON
SPALDING
MacGREGOR
NORTHWESTERN.
VOIT
,

Sailors host

"X" rated play ... "

GOLF AND TE'NNIS SALE

INSPECt OUR LINE OF EQUIPMENT

... only $1

"; •• an

·'.

TIie R11v-,11

Prevenl
PANiG

openin·g November 11

..Don't Forget!

EITHER WAY

YOU
WI_N·
,

'

WITH-OUR

I

SPECIAL SAL·E.-

UP TO $0% OFF!

* ASK ABOUT.OUR

\

BAN'CROFT .
PENNSYLVANIA.
.
SPALDING
MacGREGOR
WILSON
PLUS ,

,

SALE INCLUDES

.BACK ROOM SPECIAL
I

-MANY OTHERS

SHIRTS • SHORTS • GLOVES • BALLS
Both Golf and Tennis
,

I

'

-f

FLORIDA AlHLETIC COMPANY
1

'The Largest Supplier Of $porting Goods In The Southeasr'

1514 FLORIDA AVENUE

PHONE 229-0181

'

4-B
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Gulf coast 1n full
front Center, when it will
present the first of a series of
"Dollar Pops" Concert's, ,vith
admission for all 'seats $1. The
first "Dollar Pops" will feature Este,r Glazer, wife of
Symphony conductor Irwin
Hoffman, on violin. She is also
the featured artist ·of the ninth

The Florida Gulf Coast
Symphony recently opened its
1971 season, with new ideas,
young new performers, and
great guest artists on the
schedule.
The next concert on the
agenda , for the Symphony is
Sunday, Nov. 14, at the Bay-,

vCllbaua

swing

subscription concert, April 20
and 22, 1972. ·
Approximately half of the
performers in the Symphony
this season are from USF, either as students, or faculty.
This is rare in major symphonies in the United States
as only about half_a dozen all-

~ALJRAN T
LOUNGE

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

Featurin g:;FABULOUS
QUINT BROT~ERS
• 2AM .
Mon. • Sat~ 9AM
' .

- NOON BUFFETS

$1.75 Monday- Friday, $2,2s·on Sunday·
RESTAURANT
JN VALHALLA
I

~'~

~EAS T

l-4 & 50th St. (U.S. ~n)

professional orchestras can
boast of this closeness with a
university and the talent
,
found therein.
The first subscription concert this season featured contralto Maureen Forrester. The
duo piano team of Gold and
Fizdale will appear Nov. 18
with the Symphony in the second concert of the season,_at
McKay Auditoriu~ at 8:30
p.m.
The program will include
Berlioz' "Roman Carnival
Rachmaninoff's
Overture,"
"Symphony No. 2 in E Minor"
and Mozart's "Concerto for
two Pianos in E Flat."
Students receive a $1 discount on .each ticket purchased for subscription concerts. Single ticket prices
range from $2.50 to $5. Season
tickets (10 concerts) · range
from $25 to $40 for the main
floor, and $20 to $30 for balcony seats.

ANDREI

VOZNESENSKY
I

Singer Ario Guthrie will appear in Tampa tomorrow
night at 8 at · Fort Homer
Hesterly Armory.
Ario, ·son of folk hero Woodie Guthrie, has been singing •
all of his life, and has cut several albums and appeared in
movies.
His performance of "Alice's
Restaurant" at the 1967 Newport Folk Festival got a tremendous reception, and he
was invit-ed to sing it in the
final- concert of the Festival.
The New York Times reported, ",. . . Mr. Guthrie and
'Alice's Restaurant' provided

FAMED RUSSIAN POET ·AND IDOL OF SOVIET
INTELLECTUALS READING HIS POETRY.WITH COMMENTARY
•

DON'T MISS THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY
FREE ADMISSION NOVEMBER 17~. 9 P.M. LAN 103
l,D.'s Requireil
·

Special To The Oracle

USF should be very · proud
of its Speech Department not only for the fine show it's
spnnsoring at the Colonial
Theatre, but also for the fine
show it's sponsoring despite
the Colonial Theatre.
Almost totally unappreciated by the motley St. Petersburg Beach c 1 i e ,n t e 1 e,
" Funnyside," three s h o r t
plays by Elaine May, is handled with a maturity and sophistication lacking in many
university productions. The
cast, consisting of Paul Ferguson, Walt Jones, Bob Nader

performs ·at the Ft. Homer Hesterly Armory in Tampa to-

concert Tuesda y

morrow at 8 p.m. Tickets may be purchased at local Slak
Shak stores.

The chorai ensembles of
USF - the University Choir,
University Chamber Singers,
and University • Community
Chorus - will perform their
first concert of the 1971-72
season next Tuesday, Nov. 16,
at 8 :30 p.m. in the Theatre
Auditorium. Dr. James
McCray, assistant professor
of music education and director of the choirs, has announced that the theme of the
program will be the joy of
music, and specifically, music
written in honor of St. Cecilia,
the patroness of music, whose
name day is Nov. 22.

USF ARTIST SERIES

"Night Club," the final segand Karen Spadacene, offsets
is composed of several
ment,
of
brand
seasoned
May's
Miss
humor· to a perfection that a skits of the Nichols-May duo,
college audience may best un- spotlighting adultery, country
· by country.
derstand.
More than a review, this is
play,
first
the
"Adaptation,"
successfully turns a man's life a suggestion that you make
into a game show that no one time to see this excellent Eric
can win. "Adaptation''. was Atkins productj.on. Student
previously produced as a USF tickets are now available two
for the price of one - or $3.50
Speech presento.tion,
" Not Enough Rope," second per couple - at St. Pete
in line, features daredevil 362-10!1. "Funnyside" plays
wheelchair spinning, courtesy each week Tuesday through
of Paul Ferguson. This is the Saturday at ~ :30 p.m.
Works to be performed
Se~ it. I guaran_tee you
lighthearted account of a suirange from music of the Rencide, oxymoron or not, ending won't regret it.
with an oddly unresolved t~n- ----=--- --------- --------sion.

Physical plant _plans Art Show
Baking, writing, and musical composition have been
added to the categories of the
Physical Plant's Arts and
Crafts Show, to be held Nov.
16-17 in University Center 252
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Although entrance to the
competition is limited to
Physical Plant employees and
their families, everyone can
attend the show.

son, Chairman of the Show,
three students ,vill judge the
Baking Contest. They will,
narrow the entries down to
the best three and Dr. A, C.
Hartley will name the first,
second and third place winners.
Other judges are Dr. John
Iorio, fiction and poetry,
Steve Yates, non-fjction writing, and Dr. John (Knocky)
Parker, Music Composition.

E~perimental Theatre tries
a new approach to the Army

CLA'SSIFIED ADS

a

Admission is iree, and everyone is welcome.

9. MOTORCYCLES

1970 450 Honda street model . 575-0. Red.
Very goad condit ion. 2 Helmets (red) Call
Rick est. 27'19 (ULl-035) Library Basement
1971 Honda 750cc. Green and gold , still
under warranty. Sl425 or best ofter by
_ ~L""ik-e-ne-w,...._-:c=-=o-=m"'p.::le.:te"'ly
::
1 ..:B::..:M'-w..,C.CRcc7~51~5-'19,.:.7::..:
equipped, all accessories, ready for commuting or _touring. Worth S2300. On sale
for $1750. 971-0500 or ~71--0738

1--------~....,....,____

1-------------

,

'

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1971- 8:30 P.M.

CURTIS HIXON HALL
General Admission: $5.00, $4.00, $3.00 Curtis Hixon Box Office.
U.S.F. Full Time Students: $2.50, $2.00, $1.SO - U.S.F. Theatre Box Office.
Theatre Box Office Open Now for season subscribers and iJSF Students.
Hours: 1:15 to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays.

l 0024.N. 30th STREET
Across from Busch Gardens on 30th St.
HRS. 10 - 7 p.m.
PH.971~4254

FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS

NEW.MODELS
NOWOPE N

,68 VW Bus. Al condition inside and out.
Cail 920•2902 ,
67 Saab VI.. 35 miles to a gallon radio,
heater, carpeting, radial tires. E xcel l~n!
condi tion. S825. or best offer. Call Gina
th J 974-6373 or 637~
L
even a
'70 MG Midget-Excellent condi tion, low
mileage, radio, wire wheels. Call 933-5278.
'69 GTO-Red white vinyl top, rad io, AC,
power brakes and steeri ng. Call 933-5278.
66 Cutlass red with white vinyl top, bucket seats, a-c, PS, PB radio, · heater, VS
engine. Low mileage". Goad condition.
971 _1480 or 97 1-1~17_

_____
I_________
___
.
,
.
__________
••
SALE
6 Misc FOR
•

Your Chiggies are here. The latest in
hand crochet pony tail fashion. Get yours
at the Bookstore. 26 colors available .
Chess set: Hand carved onyx in beaut i•
ful hues of green, brown, orange and
alack . Also bone and wood and in bulhorn. Phon e 876-6213.
TREASURE HUNTING _ Get In on one
of America's fastest growing hobbies!
Metal detectors from . $65 up. Detectr<in
Distributors 971-4607.
Used bicycles of all descriptions-$15.00
and up. Also one Ra leigh 10-speed practically new 988-6626.
l"d:;-:
=~=...,:.:.~~:-== =·==•s"
I
e
Tape recorders SlS & S2S; Dietzgen
Ruler $20; Kodak lnstamatic $6; Type.
writer SlS; CB Radio Antenna & Cable
S25,· Golf Clubs $40. 9as- 927s
Camera-Konica Autoreflex T-S385 new
Sell for $150. Gibson 12-string folk guitar-

$275 new. Sell for S150 with case. Call
,
Tom for deta ils . 988-4363.

FINAL'PHASE
SELLING FAST

SPECIAL SALE: Voit scuba gear. Used
as props in a docunientary film production. Save 50 perc. Call 971-0500 or
971--0738 for an appainlment to inspect _

15. SERVICES OFFERED
------------Typing Services- Nancy Elliott 6308 S.
Lois -Call 837-5455.
-=c~hi-::,ld:"-c"'a'=-re""c:inc'cm==y•h-:::om=e=-.•Rs:e:;:fe:::re::n:::c::es:--a::v:::a;;-il•
able. Two minutes from USF. Week days

phone 971-3625-Sharon Richardson
ca::r:.bo::n:--::;ri"b·
=Ty"'p7in-'-:g"'-E"'l..:ec:'-.""T"'yc:pe'cw-:cr.:ite::r:--w::-:i,.;th:-::
bon & pica type. Experience with term &
thesis papers. Pick up & delivery service.
50c page. 9~9-6018.
A:..:-O..:.c,K-'=Ty-p~ls7t-w-ci7."th---,,IB~M::--cS;-:e-;-,1e--=-c1.::r.::lc-c-:::ac::rbo=n
ribbon and type changes. Thesis, letters,
jobsRush
stencils.
dissertations
Glorida
References. Proof read. ,,884:.:-719':'6="9
Professiona l typist-IBM Selectric carbon
ribbon. Typing of Term papers, theses,
dissertations, resumes, ditto masters, etc.
Call 971 -6041. If no answer, 933 --4552.
International Jobs-Europe, South America, Asia, Australia, u.s.A. Openings in
all fields-Social Sciences, Bus iness, Sciences, Engineering, Educatiori, etc. Alaska construction and pipeline work. Earnings to SSOO weekly, Summer or perma•
nent. Paid expenses, Bonuses, travel.
complete current information only $3 .00
for
back guarantee. Apply
Money
lnternanow!!! early
best opportunities-Write

=.:-===~==:--:::==

tional Employment, Box 721-SlJ.11 , Pea•
body, Massachusetts 01960 (Not an emplopment agency)
.
Engl ish instructor will tutor in ComposiPerson wanted to run a VERY profita ble tion and Literature. 932-7722.
business. Earn ing abilities ar_e unlim(ted
a_nd well above avera ge. Mail quallf1cat,ons to Mr. Warren, P .O. Box 503; Mal•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
den Mass. 02148 or call 617-261-1964.
Nat'I firm desires part time salesman. FOUND : 1971 "Terry Parker'' , ver•
.. ,
Few hrs . Approx. 200-mQ. Resume. P.O. r ing. Call 971 -9461 .
~
Box 4946 Clearwater, Fla.
Male and female over 21. Bar & Restau•
rant. Ml BACK' YARD. 6902 N. •Olh SI.
See Bobby. Interv iew far bartender, barc:..gl-'rl.:cs._ _======,--- -- I am flying an amphibious plane througu
the Caribbean and Central America next
STAFF VACANCIES
The following positions are to be filled bY quarter. I would like someone, preferably
to split
with some knowledge of Spadn'ish
non-students: Assistant Program Direcbltltv
·
Off
1- the trip. Fn ght experience, iv1ng a
tor-56972, Campus Security Police
cers-$5568, 2 Internal Auditor 1-S8220, Sec- or an -interest in Central American arretary 11-$4368, Computer Systems Ana• chaeology desirable but not necessary.
lyst I-S8220, Clerk 1-$3492, Keypunch Op- Call 248-9700. Ask for Jan.
erator (OPS )-S4368. Lab Technician l·S4572. - - - - - - - - - - - - Clerk
Mail
Worker-$3770,
custodial
1-S3588, Stock Clerk-S3768. THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLOR IDA IS AN - - - - - - - - ~ - " . " ' " ~ ~ ~
EQUAL OPPORTUN ITY EMPL..OYER. Need ride to USF each morning. 8:00-8:30
For further information, contact Person- from Temple Terrace Will pay gas or
fee. Call Mike Lillibridge 974-2832 days.
nel Services, FAO 11, ext. 2530.
988·13Bol nights.

14. HELP WANTED

16. Lost And Found

~-1' .,·
17-, TRAVEL· OPPORT.\ _

18. RIDES

20. PERSONALS
Seminole H eight s United-Method ist
Church invites you to attend Sunday
School & Church. Tran sportation fur ...
nished. Look for our bus at Fontana & .
Desoto Hall and the dorm parking lot on
Fletcher Ave. each Sunday between 9:00
and 9:15AM.
This is your LEVI store. We have denim
& corduroys in regulars & BELLS. Also
boats, sh irts & Western hats. Only 10
min. from campus. Bermax Western
Wea r - 8702 Nebraska Ave.
You've read fhe lies about Socialism.;
now read the facts. Free literature, Write
Socialist Labor Party. Box 200 Brooklyn,
NY 11202 ·

I

PAYMENTS ON YOUR
OWN'TOWNHOUSE LESS
THAN RENT
PHONE
237-3959

Female roommate wanted
furnished apt. near USF $67.50 month or
will sublet . same-$135 month. Swiinmi ng
pool on prem ises . Cali 971-6029
Free room for resp0nsible female Jr. Sr.
·11
t d t
th
I
status. Work ng mo er-s u en wi exchange free room & kitchen priv. for
sleep-in babysitting 12-SAM two boys-9&5.
Call 9n-6011 .after 5
Kitchen
Nice room for sober gentleman.
10903 Ard en Ave.
privileges if desired.
th
5
One block we l of Nebraska on l09 _
Evenings.
Roam for rent with kitchen privileges.
Co llege student with Christian mind preferred . Call 988-3685

•

I

three part-time
- - - - - - - - - - - - - The PIZZA HUT needs
waitressM. F lexible hours to fit your
schedule. Apply at 3405 E Hills borough

2• FOR RENT
10 AUTOMOTIVE
_________to ____
•
share lovely

HERE IT IS, FOLKS •••
A~tore for guys and gals. Stock
up on all the knit tops and pants
you want (or can afford). We
have the newest in hipsters,
mid-rise & full-rise, also short
& long sleeve knits - $2.99
to $4.99. Rib knits'and sweater
knits.

Nominations for the post of
Dean of Language . • Literature (LAN) are now being accepted by the Dean of Language - Literature Search
Committee.
The two student members
of. the 14-member committee,
Greg Commes and Mary
McKey, will be in LAN 414 at
2 p.m. today to accept student
nominations qr suggestions.
Persons submitting nominations should list briefly the
qualitifations of the nominee
in writing and also sign the
letter of nomination.
Nominations ·may also be
forwarde_d to Dr. Gladys
Kashdin, chairman of the
committee or to any committee member. The members
are: Dr . .Daniel Akins, Dr.
Leon Capsas, Dr. Roger Cole,
Dr. Emile Glenisson, Dr.
James Gould, Prof. Walter
Griscti, Dr. Christain Kiefer,
Dr. Manny Lucoff, Dr. James
Parrish and Dr. James Popovich.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
5 lines
(31 characters/line .. _ $1.00
Additional Line ___ ___ .15
Repeated: 2-4 Issues • .90*
More than 4 issues ..• .75*
LAN: Phone 974-2620
•Per five lines (31 characters)

Operating on this premise,
Engel offers "Ode to the
Night, When Things Have
Gone Awry," starring Don
Gregory, Jim McCabe and
Mark Lupton as Viet Cong.

mac hine, drapes. Mortgage only Sl56.00
by bicyc le. Going to
10 min. from98 USF
1228
·
Europe. Call ~

I

Dean nominations open

those who have had the experience found that joining the
army only made them emotionally crippled."

Townhouse 3 Bedrooms 1½ baths, wash. Dec. 3. Phone 971-2451.

• I

aissance composer William
Byrd through an avant-garde
piece for speaking chorus
written in 1970 by ~omposer
Gregg Smi_th. '
Admission to Tuesday's concert is free, and the members
of the University community
are invited.

Experimental Theatre this
week presents an original
script written (and directed)
by Bill Engel. The production
will be present-ed this Friday,
Nov. 12 in the Theatre Centre
(TAR 120) at 2 p.m. Director
author Engel commented,
"For years young men have
been burdened with the
misconception that joining the
army: might ]!la~e men of
them; · however, many of

I. REAL ESTATE

MA RC EL
MA RC EA U

a climax to the concert and
the Festival."
The movie "Alice's Restaurant" was taken from Ario's
song, and he starred in it. It
was made in 1969, and as a
result of the movie, Ario's
first album, also called
"A Ii c e's Restaurant," returned to the best-seller charts.
His other albums a r. e
''Ario", "Running Down the
Road", an d "Washington
Country." He also appeared in the Documentary film,
'.'Woodstock."
Tickets to the show are
available at Slak Shak Stores. ·

Choirs present free

Two sides to 'Funnyside'

PHONE 611°2082

By-LISA SMITH

University Lecture Series Presents:

Ario at Armory
tomorrow night

•

· 21. MISCELLANEOUS
wanted: AP!. to rent under $70 near USF
for couple; call these hours on ly
sun-2:30-8:30, Mon-Thurs 1:30-9:00 932-sn,
The Place-7308 Dartmouth, 234-3592.·Bible
study every Tuesday 8PM Open to the
public but college oriented. Refreshments,
speakers. Private home. Come casually.
" 011 November 16th {Tues}, see famou s
Color film of "Chicago Seven Trial" 7:30
p.m. University Chapel F!;!!llowship sponsored by American Civil Liberties Un ion.
Come and join us in our activities.

IlQ
FHA 236 COOPERATIVE TOWNH~USES

22. PERSONALS
12 x 51 1970 Model set UP on a lot conve•
nient to campus 2 bdrrJ'.'I A-C carpeted liv.
rm. Many extras. $3500 or best offer. Call
971-2190 or 935-2651 .
mob ile
Graduate senior must sell
home-10x47 with 10X20 cabana-Quiet park
near USF-See at 1'011 Nebraska (North
of Fletcher) Lot 48 Phone 971-5719

BergmCln's Film:
'compassionate'
I

By BOB JEROME
Specrar To The Oracle

Nothing Ingmar Bergman
does is without interest, and
his new film, "The Touch,"
ranks as a compassionate
study for a woman who comes
to feel life through the agony
of an ill-fated love affair.
It is the old, familiar story
of the smug housewife, seem•
ingly <:ontent in her marriage
to a man of warmth and intelligence, who suddenly finds
'herself attracted to an unpredictable stranger. In this instance the lover is a neurotic
archeologist, on a dig in· Sweden, who reveals himself to be
a child-like creature given to
tantrums and hurting those he
professes to love.
THE JOYS of "The Touch"
come from the ,way director
Bergman and his star, Bibi
' Andersson, conspire to present

a central character whose private moments of ecstasy and
anguish are laid bare with
sensitivity.- Though it is often
hard to understand what the
heroine sees in her boorish
lover, the Bergman script
constructs their meeting just
after her mother has died,
and as the vie\ver sees one
door close on her love, he
senses another one is opening.
Max Von Sydow, as the patient husband brought to humiliation by his wife's infidelity, handles the unrewarding
role with his customary skill.
· But Elliot Gould, as the pitiful
lover, is less graceful and
sure than usual. True, his
character is all rough edges,
yet his dialogue (in English
yet) sounds stilted while his
Swedish co-stars appear at
ease with Bergman's brand of
Americanese.

Jacques Abram
lectures, plays
Jacques Abram, USF professor of music and internationally - famed pianist, will
present a lecture and recital
_Monday at 2 p;m. in the Fine
Arts Auditorium (FAH 101).
. Abram's topic is "The Performance and Interpretation
of the Music by J. s. Bac.h ."
..

As one of the four equallyrated runners-up (there is no
first rupner-up or second runner-up) , Miss Clark will re-.
ceive a $500 scholarship to assist her in completing a music
major.

Anne Clark

Campus

Activities

Sponsored by the Friday
Morning Musicale of Tampa;
Miss Clark was one of 26 finalists competing in the gardensetting of the state-owned
memorial as more than 800
people looked on. Contestants

A LOT OF SOUND
FOR UNDER $100.00.

EVE.t~'l'S

The last of the Florida Center for the Arts salute to film
pioneer Rouben Mamoulian
· will be this evening when two
of the master's films are
shown in the Language Literature Auditorium. (LAN 103)

solo and chamber music recitals in the area.
Abram is an · alumnus of
New York's renowned Juil~
liard School of Music, and
his career has included over
30 years of successful concerts throughout the world,
as well as a distinguished
teacher career. He has made
numerous recordings of solo
and concerto piano literature.

es all that film had learned up
to 1932, and pushes the musical genre up 20 years. before
its time. The film is still a
solid entertainment vehicle
for audiences at any 1evel and
one of the best ways to be introduced to Mamou1ian's experiments in cinema.

"Love Me Tonight," to be
shown at 7:30, stars MauTice
Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald. This film is a uniquely satisfying blend of Mamoulian's theatrical and cinemi
atic expertise. In a canyou-top-this fashion , he repris-

"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,"
to be shown at 9 :30 p.m_. ,
stars Fredric March in his

Academy Award-winning performance. Few horror films
enjpy the exalted reputation
of this one, created by one of
Hollywood's finest craftsmen
at the height of his powers,
(not to be confused with the
later versions starring Spencer Tracy). Due to studio conflicts, almost all prints of the
film were destroyed in the
early 40's. It is now available

for the first time in many
yeaTs.
Tomorrow at 8 p.m. the ·
Film Art Lecture will be
"Rouben Mamoulian," in ,
LAN 103.
Tickets to "Love Me Tonight" are 50 cents with I.D.
Tickets to "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" are $1.

ADELPHI

Tutoring School
Offers: priwote tutoring
, in all subjects at

all levels. LANGUAGES TOO!.
501 S, Dale Mabry
Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521

"CHICAGO 7 TR{AL FILM"

were judged on talent, ,poise
and beauty, with emphasis on
their singing ability.

7:30 P.M. NOY. 16
UNIVERSITY CHAPEL FELLOWSHIP
SPONSORED BY ·
AMERICAN CIVIL LIB..UNION

Highlight of the Oct. 29
afternoon competition was the
presentation of contestants in
1854-style evening gowns.
Selected as the 1972 Jeanie
was Sheryl Overholt, a University of Miami junior.
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For black-haired or . redheaded 1973 hopefuls there is
an encouraging note: applicants for the contest do not
necessarily have to have light
brown hair.
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ophom
Juniors
. Seniors

.

Nov. 10: "Apple Pie"
Speech D e p t. Production;
LAN 103, 2 p.m. Free.
Nov. 10: Coffee House; LAN
·,-- 103r 2p.m.- -, __ ,_ . .

.

5-1

Mamou/ion tribute · concludes

The pianist is well-known to
· many USF students who
have attended his highlyAdmission to the lecturepopular class "Issues in
Music"; in addition, his is a rei;:ital is free, as it is for all
familiar name to the Tampa Music Forum events, and. evcommunity through his many , eryone1is invited to attend.

'Jeannie Maid' from ·USF
Brown-haired
sophomore
Anne Louise Clark has been
chosen as a 1972 "Jeanie
Maid" in the " Jeanie With the
Light Brown Hair" contest
conducted annually at the Stephen Foster Memorial in
White Springs, Fla.
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Final shows tonight
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Nov. 10: Twilight Band Concert; Argos Center, 5:30 p.m.
Nov. 10: International Fashion Show; UC 248, 8 p.m.
Nov. 10-12: Overseas Information Presentation; 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. UC 251.
Nov: 11: "Rouben Mam- .
oulian" Film Art Lecture ;
LAN 103, 8 p.m.
Model TC-90 AC/DC
Nov. 11: "A World Society" Sony
Portable Cassette-Corder wllh
Panel Focus, 8 p.m. UC 248. Built-in Conde'!ser Microphone
Nov. 11-13: "Lysistrata,"
Main Stage Production; 8:30 Here'satr:.ily versatile performe~
Sony's new Model TC-90 offers
p.m.TAT
two microphones: a built-in
Nov. 11: Percussion Ensem- professional condenser
ble Concert; F AH 101, 8 :30 microp_hone·tor perfect
"hands-off" recording, plus a
p.m.
Remote Stop/Start Microphone
Nov. 11: Arlo Guthrie Con- for dictation. It's the best "under
cert: Ft. Homer Hesterly Ar- $100.00" cassette recorder you
_can buy!
mory, 8:30p.m.
Nov. 12: Experimental FEATURES:
Theatre; TAR 120, 2 p.m. • Built-I n .Condenser Microphone
• Back-Space Review Button
Free.
• Fast-Cueing
•
Microphone and Auxiliary Inputs
Nov. 12: Faculty Recital ; • Record
Interlock
Jerry Reynolds, FAH 101, 8:30 • Sonymatic Recording Control
• Buil t-In Re~harging Circui t for
p.m. Free.
Optional Nickel-Cadmium Battery
Pack
·
_Nov. 12 : Apocalypse Coffee • Record
Level and Battery Strengl !t
Indicator
House; "Int~rnational Night"
• Tone and Volume Controls
9 p.m. Empty Keg.
• End-of-Tape Alarm
Fast-Forward and Rewind
Nov. 12: UC Dance with • Locking
Buttons
"Society" 9 p.m. Argos • Operates in Any Carrying Position
• Optional Car Balle ry Operation
Lounge.
Nov. 13: Broken String Cof., ... ... .
e House : University Chapel
~COTT-FARR£
ellowship, free popcorn, cof•
OE Q'.GRAO
~ ee, starting about 8 p.m.
Nov. 14: Faculty Recital;
Members of the Adjunct Fae•
ulty, FAH 101, 8:30 p.m.
Nov. 15: Photography Contest Reception; UC 108, 2 p.m.
Nov. 15: UC Bridge Tournament; UC 255,256, 7 p.m.
Nov. 15: Marcel Marceau,
mime; Curtis Hixon Main
4237
Uall, 8 :30 p.m.
Nov. 16: Choral Concert;
W. KENNEDY BLVD.
University Choruses, TAT
8:30p.m.

...
··x

~.lxiJCd on .known iour=

• Choose from 14
stone colors_
.
•Ring size
accurately fitted by
our experienced

jewelers. ·

/

Nov. 10: "Love Me - Tonight" Film Classics of Rouben Manoulian LAN 103, 7:30
p.m. 50 cents.
Nov. · 10: "Dr. Jekyll and
. Mr. Hyde ; LAN 103, 9:30 p.m.
$1.

Nov. 12-14: "Cactus Flower," UC Movie, 7:30 and
. 10 :00, LAN 103. 50 cents with

FRANKLIN

,J-EWEl.ERS
708 Franklin St.

THE GREAT PANTS FACTORY
JEANS• PANTS• TOPS FOR MALE AlND FEMALE

OPEN SUNDAYS
12, NOON till 7 P.M.
9~0 FOWLER AVE.·

NEXT TO RAILROAD TRACK

ID.

Nov. 15: UC Science Fiction
Theatre: "The Time Machine" 9 p.m. LAN 103.

EXHIBITS
Nov. 10-12 : International
Art Show; Teaching Gallery.
N ov. 10-24: "Fi g u re
Paintings Fo·r My Brother Ed"
Donald Saff ; Theatre Gallery.
Nov. 10-25: Christmas Sale
Show; Teaching Gallery.
Nov. 10-27: Florida Creates;
Library Gallery.

JOHN~S

BICYCLE
SALES
1505 W. Busch 1·1d .
3 & 10 SPEEDS
ALSO REPAIRS

~ •0U1SwMit11 o,

.

Phone ·

932-9267.

A.'lau<-1, ~ .

Does thefactthatwe'reguaranteed twice as long;
mean we're twice as good?

• Order now for
faster deliveriy;

)

FILMS

•

'

.

.

.

We can't prove if, but one ·1hin9's

sti"re: We'retwiceasconfldent.
When you buy a new car from
Volkswagen, you get a new. car warranty for 24 mon'ths oi; 24,000 miles,
whichever comes fir.st.*
·
·
When you buy a new car from any
other known company in ihe world
(unless you~r~ inter~st~d 'iiJ a RollsRoycel, you receive a warranty for
only 12months or t2;000 miles.**
You see, we're the only ones
who've stuck With one car model for
24 yea·rs. {A gutsy decision when.you
think we oniysold2in 1949.l

Evenwhen it comes time to self, we
But thanks io that one decisJon,
we've had a chance to make over still won't Ietyou.down.
For over the years, two cars have
2,200 improvements. 129 improve ..
consistently retained more of their
ments on our 1972 model alone.}
And once a VW leaves th~ fctcfory, original value than others: An old
Volkswagen.And an old Cadillac.
w_e still don't stop caring•
.For only an authorized VW dealer , finally, consider price:
We're notthe lowest-priced econoffers VW Diagnosis. A series of 4
omy
car Y.OU can buy. But once you
free checkups with special diagnostic
thoroughly check into what you get
equipment so advanced; it can tell
you'll-have a car problem before it forwhatyou pay, you'll find very few
car companies wno, in reality, end up becomes a big problem•
•
Wit~
their prices lower.
And if the problem is found [and
And none who start out wlth their
covered} during the warranty period,
standards higher.
we'll solve itforyou free of charge.

*IF an owner maintains and services his vehicle in accordance with the Volkswag~n maintenance schedule any factory part found to be
defecHve in ma~erial or.workmanship withi!' 24 months or 24,000 miles, whichever comes first, will be repaired or replaced by any U.S. or
Canadian Volkswagen Dealer, And this will be done free of charge•.

The 1912 Super Beetle is here

Birdsong Motors, Inc.
11333 North Florida Ave.
Tampa

~ UTIIORIZEO
QtAl.tJI
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ON TEXTBOOK

GET READY

.

CA$H ,

/

..

.

~

.

.

NO .WAITING FOR .BOOKS-TO SELL
,.

HERE'S HOW
Bring_your books to ~SF BOOKSTORE. Don't
be misled. Here i~·our policy: The boo~s you wish to
-sell fall into 9ne of these three classes:
-,

CLASS #1:

.

Book, for·. which professors have given us requisitions for next quarter
the Bookstore will pay 50% of the n~w price.
For e_xample:
·"
~.

'\

,

.

/

'

Bio. 2~~ & 20~ Hickman: Integrated Principals of Zoology, $)0.95. If yo11
~ ·had purchased·a new hook at $J0.95 and sold it hack to the Bookstore then the fol·lowing represents ~ savings of 50% to you
You.-CostNe~ •• ~ •••••••••••••••

.
I

I

~

$]0.95
*Buy-Back v .a lue ••• ~ ••• ." •••• ~..... 5. 50
Net cost to you •••.•••••••••••.••••• $5.45

= 50%

· ,,

However, jf you had purchased the same B-ook used, at $8.25 and sold
it back to the Bookstore then the following repr~sents a savings of 66%
to·you. .·Your cost used•••••~• ••••• •• ••••• $8.25
*Buy-ba~k:y,alue • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.50
Netcosttoyou ••...••.•• ~•••••••• $2.75
- 66%

* NOTE: We pa_y SO¾ of the value of✓ the·book based on NEW price,
· not 50% of the used price. Making a. used book even a bigger 1
·. bargain. ,
CLAS$ #2:

_
All titles d'ropped by our ~ampus but- still -having current copyright dates
will ·be purchased at wholesale prices. We use the wholesale book ·
guide·of the largest used book company in order t9 give USF s~udents
the highe-st whol~sale prices.
·
CLASS#3:
.

.

Old editions, ·out-of-print books and damaged books; •these are no.
value to us.or any book wholesaler and you should keep them for·your
reference shelf..
LOCATiO.N : ~University Center, Room 46 (across from recreational

r~om) · ·
· ·· ·
HOUIJS: Nov. 15 to Nov. 26. M- F. 9:00 a.m~to 11:00 a.in.
.EXAM WEEK: Nov 29 to Dec. 3, 8:30 a.m~ to 4:30 p.m . .

.

.

USF Bookstore& Campus Shop

_,

